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i ntroduct ion 
The present paper has to be considered as a kind of supplement to the 
authors work "Proof theory and intuitionistic systems"; we will hence- 
forth refer to this volume as [LN]. The paper consists of two parts: in 
part one we present the content of chapters VII and VIII of [LN] in a 
more simplified and coherent fashion, in part two we prove some results 
on lhe relalionsliip between ordinary induction and transfinite induc- 
tion, which were not included in [LN]. First a few remarks concerning 
part one. In chapters VII, VIII of [LN] one considers a certain theory, 
denoted by T tbr the moment, based on the language of second order 
~ri+.hmetic, which is essentially intuition~stic numberthcory plus a cer- 
tain schema of transfinite induction. The theot)' T has proot'theoretil~:al- 
ly the same strength as intuitionistic analysis uch as described eg. in 
[KV]. In connection with T we consider in VIII of [LN] a certain t~cpe 
of fonnulas, called Harrop formulas, whose definition will be given be- 
low. The main result proved in VII and VIII of [LN] says that i fV is a 
set of Harrop formulas uch that r u v is consistent then T u V has the 
usual disjunctive properties of intuitionistic systems uch as: if A, B are 
closed and if T u V 1- A v B then T u V I-- A or r tJ v t- B, etc. An im- 
portant role in the proof of this statement is played by a certain notion 
"'valuation of a proof". The presentation i  [LN ] has two drawbacks. 
First, the most general case is treated, that is the case where the schema 
of transfinite induction contains function parameters; asa consequence 
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of this the notion "valuation" becomes quite involved and its simple 
background may not easily be understood. Second, therr are a number 
of misprints in chapter VII which may fl~rther trouble the understanding 
of "valuation" and the proofs of  its properties, It is the purpose of part 
,me of this paper to give another proof of the above statement but only 
for the case where the schema of tr~msfinite induction does not admit 
function variables as parameters (but z~umber variables of course): call 
the resulting theory T,~ for the moment being. Tile resul~ of this restric- 
tion is a proof of  the above statement which is simpler and which invol- 
ves a notion "valuation" which is shorter and easier to understand. On 
the other hand, T_ has still the full strength of intuitionistic analysis 
(proof theoretically). Part two of the paper is devoted to applications 
both of the results and techniques obtained in part one. The main result 
proved in part two can be described in a simplified way as follows: trans- 
finite induction is weaker thail transfinite induction plus induction. 
More precisely if we omit from T_ the induction axiom then ~e obtain 
a theory T* for which the following holds: there ar~ instances of the 
induction axiom which can not be proved in T*. Other results in part 
on cut elimination, which belong to the same theme, are proved. "l'he 
paper is organized as foliows: in chapter I we develop the preliminaries 
and list the two main results which we are going to prove. In chapter II 
we rephrase the systems in terms of sequential calculus and give an ac- 
count of the elementary parts of intuitionistic proof theory such as con- 
sidered in ILN]. In chapter Ill we present our main arguments and fllow 
that the theories "l- u V haw the usual disjunctive properties of  intui- 
tionistic systems. In chapter IV qnally we use the techniques introduced 
in chapter III in order to prove among others that there are instances of 
the induction axiom which cannot be proved in T* u V, where V is any 
set of Harrop formulas uch that T~ u V is consistent. 
In order to understand the paper it is not necessar3., to be familiar 
with [LN], although a knowk~lge of [ LN] greatly helps the understand- 
ing. Routine proofs and calculations which can be found in the literature 
(such as [G], [BS1 ], [LN] ) have been omitted. It is even not necessary 
to know the exact definition of reduction steps; only their simple com- 
binatorial properties are of importance. Thus the paper may be read by 
readers who have only a rudimentary knowledge of proof theory. For 
those readers which are interested in t! " general case with function para- 
meters admitted we have added at the end of chapter Ill a list of misprints 
which appear in chapter VII of  [ LN]. 
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Chapter I. Preliminaries 
1, !.  Sequence  numbers .  Let Po ,  P l ,  P2 . . . .  be the primes listed in increas- 
ing order, that is 2, 3, 5 . . . . .  With tile finite sequence a o , a 1 . . . . .  as -  ! of 
• ,. a +1 o +1 
natural numbers we :~ssoctate ile numberP0° pl I ... p~'i 1+1 called 
sequence number and denoted by (a 0 , a I . . . . .  a~,~ t. ; with the empty se- 
quence (s = 0) we a~sociate the number 1, also den ~t ~ t by (). The length 
of (a 0 . . . . .  a~= I ) is s. There is an operation *, called concatenation, which 
acts on sequence numbers ,a 0, .,., a s_ I ), < bo ,  . . . ,  bt - t  ) as follows: 
(a o ..... as_ l } • (b  o . . . . .  bs_ l ~ = (a o . . . . .  as_ l , b o . . . . .  bt_ 1 ).With every one 
place numbertheoretic function land  every n we associate the sequence 
number <,['(O),,t'(l ) . . . . .  f (n  1)) to be denoted by f (n ) .  If u = f (n)  then 
we call u an initial segment o f f  and express this by writing u c f. We 
will use letters it, 1,, w i l l  order to denote sequence numbers. The se- 
quence number (a o . . . . .  as_ I ) ;s said to be an extension of (b 0 . . . . .  b t _  I ) 
if t ~ S and ifa~ = b~, for i < t~ it is called a strict extension if in addition 
t<s .  
1,2.17w language. A )  The language L which we use is tile same a~ in 
[LN], that is a slight extension of  the language used in [KV]. The al- 
phabet of  L contains the following symbols: 1 ) brackets (,) ,  2) the lo- 
Ncal connectives ^. v,--t, 3, V, E, 3)variables for numbers x 0 , x I , ..., 
4) variables for one place number theoretic flmctions o~ l , ~2 .... , 
5) for every, sequence number u a list a~, e~ .... of  so called choice cons- 
tants (special function constants in [LN] ), 6) a constant O, 7) tile ab- 
straction symbol k, 8) for each primitive recursive function f a con-es- 
ponding constant ¢[, 9) equality =, 1 O) the sequential arrow -->. Among 
the coastants listed under 8) there are three distinguished ones which 
correspond to successor, addition and multiplication. We denote them 
by ', +. ". By simultaneous inductive definition we introduce terms, 
fimctors and fornmlas just as in [ KV] ;choice con;tants are thereby 
treated in the same way as constants for one place number theoretic 
functions. A sequent is an expression of the form A l . . . . .  As  -" B I  . . . .  ,B t ;  
it is a prime sequent i rA  i, Bx. are all prime formulas, it is normal if 
B 1 . . . . .  B t contains at most one element (t N 1). In connection with se-- 
quential calculus we use the notions and notations used in [IM ]. 
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B) In order to ialdicate that  the variables x I , .... x s, a t . . . . .  ttt and the 
choice constants %| 1 .. . .  , a~p occur in the tbrmula A or in the term t we 
• 1 p ' .  
wr i te  A(x  1 , . . . ,  x s ,  ot I , . . . ,  t~ t ,  e~ui . . . . .  a u ) or  t (x  l . . . . . .  v~.  t~ I . . . . .  a~ . 
a 1 , a p ) resnectively; in case of  a fdnctor F however ~e wnt~ tt I , "" Up r- 
F Ix1 ,  . . . ,  a l ,  . . . ,  aU l  . . . .  1.  Le t  A(x I . . . . .  x~, e I . . . . .  at ,  au  I . . . . . . . .  u,. } a 
formula, q . . . .  , t s terms and F~ ... . .  /-~, G 1 ... . .  Gp iunctors. It we re- 
place x I . . . . .  x s, a t . . . . .  at ,  a~, . . . . . .  a~ by t t . . . . .  t~. / :  I . . . . .  t~, C I ..... G t, 
I p • 
respectively then we obtain a Iormula denoted by A ( t  I . . . . .  t,., 1." l . . . . .  1:~, 
G 1 . . . .  , Gp) ;  similarly in case of  a term t (x~,  .. . ,  a t . . . . .  a~|  . . . .  ). The par- 
ticular terms 0, 0', 0"  are called numerals: for simplicity we will not dis- 
tinguish between a natural number n and its representing ~umeral 0tn~ 
and simply write n instead of  0tnL Universal quantif ications (Vx), (Va) 
are abbreviated by (x). (a). We say that a l'ormula A does not contain 
parameters if it has the form B(t~ . . . . .  t~) where B(x~ . . . . . .  v s) does not 
contain free function variables or choice constants and where t~ ..... t s 
are terms free for x~ ... . .  x x in B respectively. 
1.3. Harrop  . io rmulas .  There is a particular Win" of  formulas ~ hich ~.ilt 
find special consideration. In [LNI we have called them Harrop Ibnnu- 
las since they have for the first time been investigated by R. Harrop in 
[HI ; we retain this name here. The set M o f  Harrop ibnnulas is given as 
follows: a) prime formulas are in M, b) i fA .  B ~ M then A ^ B, (x)A. 
(a)A are all in M, c) -3 A is in M for every A, d) i fA ~ M then B 3 A ~ M 
for any B. 
1.4. In terpreta t ion  o f  L ;  t ru ' t t .  A ) Tllere i; an obvious interpretation 
of  L which can rou~l ly be described as follows: 1 ") 0 represents the na- 
tural number 0, 2) tile constant ~,. represents the primitive recursive 
function f to which it is associated, 3) numerical variables range over 
natural numbers, 4) function variables range over one place number 
theoretic functions, 5) the choice constant t~, represents a one place 
numl:er theoretic function g about which we have only the information 
It C g. Let a u . . . . .  a b , a . . . . . .  a t,  x I . . . . .  xp  be a list o f  choice cor~stants. 
function and number variables: a list g l  . . . . .  gs,  11 . . . . .  / ' t ,  n i  . . . . .  n~ of  
one place numbertheoret ic functions and numbers is called an assigrr 
1 s - - "" c holds fo r i<s .  On ment for C~Ul, ..... au s, Ct l ,  " " ,  e l ,  "-~ 1 . . . . .  .Xp 1[ It i g~ 
the basis of  this interpretation we can associate in a straightforward way 
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with ever2,, term t( a)q . . . . .  a~, s, at  . . . . .  ~t ,  x i . . . .  , xp ), every functor 
F'|oqql, .... au:¢ , s  ai . . . . .  a t, x ! . . . .  , x~ ] a natural number and a one place 
numbertheoiet ic function respect!veb,. The definit ion of  this association 
is by induction widl  respect o the complexity of  terms and functors. 
For  simplicity we denote the value of  t for the given assignment by 
t(gl  . . . . .  gs, f l  . . . . . .  fr" tt I . . . . .  ~p )" 
B) With the above assignement a b.and we can introduce in a familiar 
$ 
way a notion of  truth which associates with every formula A(a~q, .., aus, 
a! ..... %, x ! . . . . .  xp)  and every assignment g I , ..., gs , f l  . . . .  , f t ,  n l  .... , np 
l o ra ,  . . . . .  a u , a  I . . . . .  ~t, X l ,  Xp exactly one of  two values " t ru th"  
or "falsity . If in particular A is the prime formula t (~q .. . . .  a~s' 
~1 .... .  at" Xl . . . . . .  Yp) = q(a ! .. . . .  aus' al  .. . .  ' at, xl  ' thenA is 
true if and only if t(g ! . . . . .  gs, f i  . . . . .  f t ,  n t . . . . .  np ) equals q(gl  . . . . .  gs, 
/'! . . . . .  L,  "l ..... % 
('} A formula is valid if it is true under every assignment. A sequent 
A ! . . . . .  A s ~ B I . . . . .  B t is true under a given assigmnent i rA t ^ .-. ^  As ~ 
B~ v... vB¢ orA l  ^ .. .^ A s ~ 0 = 1 is true according to whether t > 0 
or t = 0. Validity of  sequents is defined correspondingly 
1.5, Saturat ion.  A)Def init ion O. A term t(a~z]! . . . .  , a s ) wlfich does not 
contain free variables and no other choice constaT,ts than those indicated 
is strictly saturated if the following holds: tb, ere is an m such that for 
ever3, assignment gl . . . .  , gs for t~,~,ll, ..., a,,'~] we have t(g I . . . .  , gs) = m.  
• i i 1 o,s'~ Thus strictly saturated means that the value of  the term t(~ul . . . .  , %. 
is already determined by the initial segments u 1 ,. .... u s. We call m tiae 
value ol the saturated term and denote It by I t (a~ ... . .  as  )1. In tlus 
• . . I $ 
connection we use the lol lowmg terminology: a term, ,u:~ctor or for- 
mula is said to be closed if it contains neither free variables nor choice 
constants, it is called constant if it does not contain free variables but 
po.~sibly choice constants. 
Lemma 1. There is a prim.iti-,e recurs ively dec idable  set  S o f  constant  
te rms and  a pr imi t ive  recurs ive ~tnct ion  ~o w i th  the propert ies :  1 ) every 
. , . i I i s , te rm t ~ Sts  s t rwth;  saturated,  2) i l l (a ,  . . . . . .  a u ) ts a constant  ~erm at:d 
f l , ..., Js are mtmber theoret i c  h tnct ions  then there are init ial segments  
t 1 
Wl, ":', ws ° f  f l  . . . .  , fs  respect ive ly ,  all o f  equal  length, suctt that  t (au l ,w I , 
~s ~S,  3 ) i f t~Sthen~t)=i t l ,4 )a iu (k ) i s inSwheneveru  = 
. . . .  aus, w s) 
(a0, ..., as_ l )  and k< s. 
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Co~cerning the proof of  this lemma see the remark below. F~m now 
on we call a constant term saturated if and on'y il it is in S. Given a se- 
quence number v = (a 0 .... , as.. l ) and a consta: t functor F then we write 
v c F if the following holds: if k < s then F(;c is saturated and IF(k)l = 
ak. 
Lemma 2. The set S in lemma 1 cat, 1~e chosen in "uch a way as to satis]), 
the fol lowing additional condit ion: 5) if t(a~t, .... az~,~) E S and/ t  I C F I ,  
..., u s c 1" s then t(F t , ..., F s) ~ S. 
The proofs of  lemmas 1, 2, although not completely trivial are never- 
theless elementary and formalizable in ~ntuitionistic number theory, lack 
of space prevents us to consider the details of these proofs (see eg. | LN], 
pg. 247. The following statement is an immediate consequence of the 
. . . .  i ! . . . . .  i~ • • 
properties of S and of  our definitions: 1) i~ t(~ul a~i~) Is ~n S and 
u l C F I ,  ..., u s c F s then tt(F 1 ..... /~s)l = It!. 2~ it't, q C S then t --- q 
is true iff Itl = Iql. A prime formula t = q will be called ~turated if
t, q ~ S; a prime sequent A l . . . . .  As "~ BI , .... B t is called saturated if
A i, B k are all saturated. Finally, we call tw~ formulas A, B isomorphic 
if there is a formula C(x I , ..., Xs), saturated terms t~, q~ (i = 1 .. . . .  st 
with Itil = Iqil such that A and B a~ C(q  ..... t s) and C(qt ,  ..., qs) res- 
pectively (where C may contain choice czmstants ~nd other free variables 
besides x I , .... xs). 
1.6. Some particular formulas. Let x c y be any formula in our 
language which does not contain free variables other than ::, y and 
wh~.'.h does not contain choice constants. Let D(x)  be any formula. 
Then we use x CoY  as short forx  C y^ D(x)A D(y). We use W(¢ ~) ) as 
short for (~)(E x) -I~ (x + ! ) c D a (xL For any formula A (xt we take 
Progrx (C o , A(x)) as short for (y)(D(y)A (X)(X C O 3' 3 A(x)) .  3 A(y ) )  
and Tt x (c o ,  A (x)t as short for W(c 19 ) ^  Progrx (co ,  A (x)). 
D (z)(D(z)  3 A(z) ) .  It is clear that Tlx(c o . A(x)) is a certain schema of 
tr~nsfinite induction. 
1.7. Some Hilbert O'pe systems. A )  Our next task is to list those Hilbert 
type systems which deserve our main interest, To this end we define 
some sets M s of  formulas. M 0 contains two kinds of formulas: 1) all 
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R3rmulas p = q with p, q E S and lpl = lql, 2) all formulas -qp = q with 
p,  q E S and lpf q: tql. M I contains for every primitive recursive function 
fgnd  every corresponding constant ~t a i umber of  equations which de- 
fine ',~r in terms of  other c:mstants ¢,t,, ch (previously defined) by mea~s 
of the familiar primitive recursive schemata. We do not give an explicit 
definition of  M t but cite ~wo examples: 1 ) for all terms t, q t + 0 = t 
and t + q' = (t + q)' are in M 1 , 2) ik~r all terms t, q t .0 = 0 and t .q '  = 
( t ,q )  + t are in M l , It goes without saying that one can choose M 1 so as 
to satisfy the following conditions: a) M 1 is primitive recursive, 
• .  i 1 , is 
b) It A(aul .... au s" ~1 . . . . .  a t ,  ,v I . . . . .  xq  ) is in M 1 and i fF  1 . . . .  , i~ ,  
G 1 . . . . .  Gt ,P l , .  , pq are functors and terms such that it i C F i ( i= 1 ..... s) 
then AIF  I . . . . .  !,~, G 1 . . . . .  Gt" P l  . . . . .  pq ~ is in M l . We assume throughout 
what f~llows that M l satisfies clauses a), b) just  stated. The ~et M, con- 
tains ti~e relevant information about equality, that is all the formulas of  
the R~llowing form: I )p=p,  2) p=q~q=p,  3)  p =q^q =rDp=r  
4)  p = q ~ t lp )  = t (q )  (with p,  q, t (x )  terms). M 3 is the set of  formulas 
of the following form: (Xxt tx~) lq )  = t (q ) .  M 4 i:~ the set of  formulas of  
the following form: 1 "~ -] t' = 0, 2) t' = q' ~ t = q. Finally, M s is a set of  
quantifierfree formulas which is left unspecified to a large extent. All 
we require is that M s satisfies the following conditions: ~) every formula 
in M s is e"  , %rm P, -1 P or P1 ^ ." ^  P,~. ~ Q with P, PI . . . . .  Ps and Q 
prime fo, ~ ,~ ,) every tbrmula in M s is valid, 3') Ms satisfies condi- 
tioq b) d ,  ch  is satisfied by M l . On the basis of  our assumptions 
about M~ and M s it is evident hat the set M = U~ M i too satisfies clause 
b) which holds for M I and M s . 
B) By adding the set M = J~ M i to the axioms and rules of intuitionis- 
tic predicate calculus we obtain something which we call rudimentary 
intuitionistic munbertheoD' and which we denote by ltZRi (H for Hil- 
bert type, Z for Zahlentheorie. R for rudimentary,  i for intuitionistic). 
By adding to HZRi all instav, ces of  the induction axiom we obtain in- 
tuitionistic numbertheory HZi. 
(3 Before listing the next system we will state an assumption on 
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W(c o ) which is tacitly assamed to hold throughout the paper, even if 
not explicitly stated later. 
Assumption A : a) x c y denotes a formula in the language L which has 
no other free variables besides x and y, which does no: contain choice 
constants and which in addition ~tisf ies the following condition: 
I) (x c y ^ y c z) z~ (x c z) is prov,zble in ltZRi (that is we can prove in 
HZRi that x c y is a partial ordering), b) There exists a tbrmula 
D'(y, z I ..... z s) which does not contain choice constants and no other 
tree variables besidesy, Zl, ..., z s and there are terms t I ..... ts (free for 
z 1 , ..., z s in D') such that DO'! is D'(y, t I ..... t s) (an equivalent require- 
ment would be: W(c o ) does not contain timer(on parameters), 
The particular choice of c ,  D will be justified later. If we add to HZRi 
all formulas TI x (c o , A(x)) with c and D satist),ing assumption A then 
we obtain a system to be denoted by HTRi (rudimentary transfinite in- 
duction), by adding all such formulas TI x (c n , A(x)t to ttZi we obtain 
a theory HTi. Finally, if classical predicate logic is a-Jded then we obtain 
conesponding classical systems HTR, Hr ,  
D) W,~ note in bypassing: HTi has prooftheoretically the ~ame strength 
as the system of  intuiti~:fistic analysis presented in [ KV ]. 
E) We will use the following notation: i fT  is any theory and V any 
set of tbrmulas then T u V .,s the theory obtained from T by additioq 
of all fornmlas from V ~s r, ew axioms. 
1.8. Statement o f  some results. The main results to be proved art" given by 
Theorem I. A ) Let V be an arbitrao" set o f  closed ffa;rop ,IbrmM.as sm'h 
that HTi u V is consistenr Let A, B, [E x') ('(x), (E ~)D(~) be closed for- 
mulas. Then: 1 ) i f  HTi u V ~- A v B then HTi u V 1- A or HTi u V' I- B, 
2) i fHT iu  V I~.- (Ex)C~xt ~hen there is a term t (free for x in C) such 
that HTiu  V i- C(t) hohts, 3) (fHTi~J V t- (E~)D(~) then there is a 
functor F free tbr ~ in D such that HTiu  V t- D(F) holds. B) Let V be 
an arbitrary set o f  closed Harrop .h~rmulas such that HTRi tj V is consis- 
tenr Let A, B, (E x)C(x), (E~)D(/~! bt' arbitrary ,lbnmdas of,hich m~(v 
contain free variables altd choice eonstanrO. Then 1 "~, 2), 3) of  A) hold, 
with HTRiu  V ht place of  HT iu  V, 
The important  point  in B)o f  theorem 1 is that A, B, (Ex)C(x) ,  (E~)D(~) 
are al lowed to contain choice const~mts and free variables o f  any kind. 
An immediate consequence o f  theorem 1 is 
Corol lary I. thuler t?w assumptions o.t" theorem 1, B) the law o f  excluded 
middh' is not provable .from I ITRi  t.J V. 
Proof. We show that the assumpt ion HTRi  u V I- x = y v - Ix  = y yields 
a contradict ion.  According to theorem 1, B) we have either HTR i  u V ~- 
x = y or HTRi  to V t- --ix = y. In the first case we can derive 0 = i .  ' '-- 
raining a contradict ion with the ax iom 0 ~- 1, in the second case "- .:an 
derive -q 0 = 0 obtain i r  ~ a contradict ion with the axiom 0 = O. 
Corol lary 2, Under the assuml~tions td theorem t B) there are instances 
o f  the induction schema which art, not derirable from HTRi  u V. 
Proof. Fol lows immediately from corol lary 1 and the l:act that 
x = y v'7 x = y is derivable f rom ttZi. 
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Chapter II. Sequential calculus and proof theory 
2. I. Rephrasing Hi lbert  type systems hi sequential  caicuh!s. A ) A first 
step towards a proof  of  theorem 1 consists in rephasing the systems 
HZRi, HZi etc. in terms of sequential calculus. To this end we introduce 
some sets of sequents. M~) is the set of  saturated true prime seque~ts 
whose succedent contains at most one formula. As M~ we take th,., set 
of sequents of  the form ~ p = q where p = q is a t'ormtda from M I ' As 
M~ we take the set of sequents having one of  the following forms: p = :1, 
q =r-~ p =r ,p  = q-*  q =p,- - ,  p =p,p  = q -* t(p) = t(q). (p, q, t(.r) 
terms). As M~ we take the set of sequents of  the form -* (kx t (x ) ) (q )  = 
t(q). As M~ we take the set of  sequents of the form t' = 0 --, al~d t' = q' -~ 
t = q. M~ is the set of sequents having the form D -~ D' where D, D' are 
isomorphic. M~ finally contains all sequcnts of the form -* P, F ~ and 
Pl . . . .  , Ps "+ Q where P, ~ P' and Pl ^ ... ^  Ps -~ Q belong to M s . We note: 
M' = U06 M~ is a set of valid normal prime sequents which is closed ag~li~"~st 
substitution (that is which satisfies condition b) which holds for the se ts 
M I ,M  s andMin  1.7). 
B) To the set M' = U~ M'.: of  axioms we add the rules of classical se- 
quential caiculus as listed in [IMI pg. 442,443;  we ttse in this connec- 
tion the same notation and terminology as in [IM ]. To these rules we 
add another ule of  elementary character, the conversion rule: 
A i . . . . .  As  ~ BI . . . . .  Bt 
A] ~' B' B' " " ~ "t "a S "~ ~ " ° " ~ t 
where A i and A i, B~. and B' ' t. are isomorphic. This rule, which is in prin- 
ciple redundant, has been added for technical reasons only. The system 
which we so obtain is denoted by GZR (rudimentary Gentzen type 
Zahlentheorie). If we add to GZR the induction rule 
A(x) ,  F -~ A, A (x ' )  
A(O), r -~ A. A ( t )  
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(x not free in the conclusion, t tYee for x in ,4) then we obtain the sys- 
tem GZ which is essentially filll classical number theory. 
C) If we add to GZR the following rule of transfinite induction 
TI : 
D(yL ix) - A(x), V -~ A, AO') 
c-Dy 
W(cI) ), D(qt, r -~ A, A(q) 
with c ,  D salisfying assumption A, y not flee in the conclusion and q 
free tk)r y in A then we get a system GTR. If we add the same rule to 
GZ then we obtain a corresponding system GT. 
Let V be any set of closed formulas and T any of the Gentzen type 
systems just listed; by T u V we denote the Ger, tzen type system which 
we obtain by adding all sequents of the form -* B as new axioms to T 
where B is a formula from V. 
The notion of classical proof in any of the systems GTR u V, 
GT u V etc, is assumed to be understood: it is a finite tree which starts 
with the axioms, proceeds downwards with the aid of the rules and ends 
with the sequent o be proved, the endsequent. Most important for us is 
the notion of  intuitionistic proof: a classical proof  is called intuitionistic 
if it contains only normal sequents, that is sequents containing at most 
one formula in the snccedent. By restricting attention to intuitio~aistic 
proofs only we obtain a corresponding intuitionistic Gentzen type sys- 
tem, to be denoted by GTRi u V, GTi u V etc. 
There is a close connection between the Hilbert and Gentzen type 
systems discussed so far. In particular we have 
Lemma 3. Let T be GZRi u V, GZi u V, GTRi u V or GTi u V and T' 
correspondingly HZRi u V, HZi u V, HTRi u V or HTi u V respectively. 
/ fT '  l- A then T l~ -~ A and conversely. Similarly for the classical sys- 
to'ms. 
The proof is e~sentially tile same as the proofs of  theorems 46 and 47 in 
JIM]. Thus from now we may restrict our attention to sequential caIcu- 
lus only. 
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2.2. Harrop axioms. A) From now on we adopt the following 
Assumption B): V is a set of  closed Harrop formulas. 
Let T be as in lemma 3. 
Definition 1. A sequent S is a Harrop axiom with rest,cot o lhe theory 
T if it satisfies one of the fotlowir~g conditions: a )S  is -~ B and B is ~t 
Harrop formula such that T ~ -, B, b) S is A ~ B and B is ,, Harrop 
formula such that T t- ~ A ~ B. c) S is A --, ~md T ~- -* ~ A. 
The Harrop hull hT of T is the system which we ob.*ain by adding to T 
all Harrop axioms with respect o T. It goes without saying that T has 
the same strength as hT, that is we have 
Lemma 4. With T and hT as above we have ,lot am" seque~,tt S: it" hT i S 
then T ~- S and com,ersely. 
The Harrop hulls of GZi u V, GZRi ~ V, GTi u V a~ad GTRi u V are 
denoted by hGZi u V, hGZRi u V. hGTi ~.~ V and hGTRi u V respec- 
tively. 
2.3. Conservati~'e extensions ofhGTRi  u V and hGTi u V, A) The main 
objects of  our invesfigatior, are not tile systems GTRi u V. GTi u V 
themselves but certain coLservative xtensions thereof. ETRi t~ V and 
ETi u V respectively. We co~*ent us to define ETi u V: the definition 
of ETRi t.J V is veD, similar. 
The system ETi tJ V is best explained in terms of its prootk, that is we 
are going to give an inductive'definition f the proofs of ETi u V. 
Below we use the linear notation SI, S, iS in order to denote an inference 
having S z as left and S~ as right p~,miss whose conclusion is S: similarl3" 
with S 1/S in case of ~ one premiss inference. 
I. I fP  is a proof in hGFi u V then P is a proof in ETi u V. 
II. I f P  l , Pz are proofs in ETi u V with endsequents S l , S,  ~spectively, 
i fS  l , $2/S is a cut or a logical inference, if in addition S contains at 
most o'ne formula in the succedent then 
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Pl P2 
S~ S~ 
S 
is ~t proof in ETi o V. 
i!1, l fP  I is a proof in ETi o V with endsequent S l , i fS  t/S is a Tl-infer- 
ence, an induction, a logical inference, a convemion ,)r a structtlral in- 
ference, if in addition S contains at most one formula in the succede~t 
then 
Pl 
S~ 
S 
is a proof in ETi LJ V. 
IV. Let P be a proof in ETi o V of D(y), (x)cDy A(x), F -~ A (.v); let 
DO') have the form l ) ' (y ,  t 1 . . . . .  t~) with D' I j ' ,  z t . . . . .  z s) as in assun,p- 
tion A and with t I . . . . .  t s saturated terms. Let P1 be a proof in ETi ~, V 
of -~ W(c D L Then 
P 
D(.v), (x) ,.,o.r A(x), r ~ A(y) 
is a proof in ETi u V, Here 3" does not occur free in the conclusion, q is 
free for y in A and c ,  D satisfy assumption A. 
V. Let P I ,  DO'L D'O' ,  z I ..... zx) and t t ..... t s be as in IV; let t be a sat- 
urated term and P2 a proof in ETi u V o f~ D(t ) ,  Then 
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P 
y C D t, (x )cDY A ix) ,  r -~  A(v~ 
T(P I , P~, Itl) ........................................................ ~) 
q C D t, ['-* Alq/ 
is a proof in ETi U V, where y,  q are as in IV and where C,  D satisl3, as- 
sumption A. 
This concludes the inductive definition of  proofs in ETi u V. The infe- 
rence which permits to infer D(q), r -, A lq )  from the premiss D(v),  
(X) cDy A(X), r-'* A(I ')  under the assumption that a proof P I in ET iu  V 
is already given is called T(P t )-inference: the reference which permits to 
infer q c D t, r --* A(q)  from tile premiss y C o t, (x)  CDV A(xL ['=*A(y~ 
provided that proofs Pt,  P2 in ETi u V el "-~. W(ct) ) an~i ~-- Dlt)  (with t 
saturated) are given is called T(P I , P2, t tt)-infercnce. Pl is called tile 
first side proof of the T(P l )- or T(P 1 , P2, ttt)-inl'ere~ce in question 
while P2 is called the second side proof of the T(P 1 , P2, ltl)-inference: 
t is called the index of  the T(P I , P2, Itl)-inference. If P* is first or sec- 
ond side proof of some T(P l t- or T(P I , P , ,  itl)-inference in P then P* is 
said to be a side proof of P. 
B) A proof P in ETi u V can be visualized ill a familiar way as a 
finite tree: at the top we have the axioms and we proceed downwards 
with tile aid of  the inferences of ETi :,,2 V, including now the inferences 
T(P I ) and T(P t , P2, IriS. Thereby a siJe proof P t is not part of  the proof 
tree P: such a side proof P! is to be considered merely as an index of  
certain r (P  l )- or T(P  x , P~., It.I)-inferences occuring in P. In particular 
we note: an occurence of a sequent S in a side proo fP  1 of P is not to be 
considered as an occurence of S in P: similarly with Pz. 
C) How to define ETRi u V is now clear: all we have to do is to re- 
place in clauses I -V  the theories GTi u V, hGTi u V and ETi tJ V by 
GTRi u V, hGTRi u V and ETRi u V respectively, 
D) The extensions ETi u V and ETRi ~ V are connected with the 
original systems hGTi to V and hGTRi u V by tile following 
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Theorem 2. Let T' be ETi u V or ETRi u V and r corresponding ly  
h~3Ti u V or hGTRi u V respectirely.  Then T '  t- S i f  and  on ly  ( fT  t- S. 
The proof is quite elementary and proceeds by induction with respect 
Io the clauses 1 ~V; :~ proof of  theorem 2 is given in -~ slightly different 
context in I LN], theorc1~s 14, 28. 
2.4. S~mple syntact ical  t~otions connected  with proofs  in E l'i u V.  
A) Having introduced the notion of proof (tree) in ETi u V we now 
define some quite elementary, notions connected with such proofs. In 
most cases we wql keep lhe definition brief and sketchy sil~ce most of 
them have already been introduced in the literature at different places; 
see e.g. [G], [BSl l .  [LN]. 
t3) Let P be a proof in ETi u V. A list S o ..... S,r o~ (occurences of) 
sequents in P is a path in P if for each i < n there is al~ inference in P of 
the form S i, S .,5,1 . . . . .  i,S/~l o r ,  i:Si~l. We say that S n is (situated) 
below S O and that S O is (situated) above S,~. 
C) Of fundamental importance is the notion of final part of  P ~. 
(Endstiick" i~ [G] ) whose definition is as follows: S belongs to the final 
part of P iff S is the end-sequent of P or if there are only conclusions of 
structural rules (including cuts) and conve~ions below S. An inference 
which is not a conversion or a structural rule is called critical if its con- 
clusion belongs to the final part. 
D) Given a conversion or a structural inference S/S '  we can associate 
in a natural way with every (occurence of a) formula A in S a corres- 
ponding one B in S', called saccessor o fA .  Ifeg. ~'/S' is an interchange, 
sayU 1 . . . . .  U~, Q ,R ,  I' 1 . . . . .  V t -~ W/U I, ..., U s ,R ,  Q, V l . . . .  , V t -*  W 
then we associate with U i, Q, R ,  I~. and W in S the corresponding for- 
mula Ue, Q, R ,  t"~ and W respectively in S', The defin:tion ~s similar if 
SIS'  is a conversion, thinning or contraction. In case of a cut S 1 . $2 /S ,  
say U ! , .... U s -~ R :R ,  v I . . . . .  V t ~ W/U ! . . . . .  U s , V 1 . . . . .  V t ~, tt,' we 
associate with/~, in S I as successor the U i in S, with V k or h,: in S 2 the 
corresponding l,~ or W in S respectively: only the cut formula R does 
not have a successor. For a detailed definition see [LN],  p~. 5~5. Evi- 
dently a formula A in the final part of  P has at most one succ~;s,'or. Given 
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two occurences of  formulas A, B in the final part of P we call B an 
image of A if there is a list A 0 ..... A n such that A 0 = A, .,t n = B and 
such that A i÷ ! is the successor of A~ for all i < n. 
El Tile notions "'side lbrmula o ¢ logical iutk, rence", "'principal formula 
of logical inference"have the same meaning as in I IM !, pg. 443. 
F) Next we associate with every lbrmu!a A a natural number d(A ). 
called degree ofA : a) i ra  is prime then d(A ) = I. 
b) d(A ^  B) = d(A vB) = d(A D B) = d(,4) + d(B) + 1, 
c) d(-tA) = d(A) + 1, d) d((xlA) = ellA) + i = d((ExlA), 
e) d((~)A) = d((E ~j)A) = dqA) + !. 
G) With cuts, inductions. TI-inferences and T(PI )- and "I'(/' 1 . P~, l ti)- 
inferences we associate a natural number, called its complexity and de- 
fined as follows: I) the complexity of a cut is dC.I ~, where A is the cut 
formula, 2) the complexity of  an induction A (x), i~ ~* A (x')/A (0), 
P -~ A(q) is d(A ). 3) tile complexity of  a Ti-infercnce. a T(P t )- or 
T(PI" P2, Itl)-infereuce isd((x) co?. A(x)) with (X)Cg)y ,t(x) tile for- 
mula which appears in the definition of  these int\;rence~. 
H) Finally we associate with every occurenct: of a sequent S in a proof 
P another natural number hiS). called height o fS  ~"Hohe'" in [GI ). The 
inductive definition ofh4S) is as follows: ! ) i fS is the endsequent of P 
then h(S) = O, 2) if SIS' is a one premiss inference in P which is not an 
induction. Tl-inference, T(P ! )- or T(P I , Pz, itl)-inference then h(S) = 
h(S'), 3) i fStS' is an induction, a Tl-inference. a T(P! )- or T(P~. Pz. ill)- 
inference then h(S) = max((', h(S')) where c is the complexity of the in- 
ference in question, 4) if S, S"/S' or S", SIS' is a twe premiss iuference 
which is not a cut then h(S) = h(S'), 5) i I 'S,S"/S' orS",  S/S' is a cut 
then h(S) = max(c, h(S'~) where (- is the complexity of the, cut, 
I) We also mention the notion of  saturated proof P: iis a proof with 
tile property that every constant term which occurs in the final part of  
P is saturated. 
K) Finally we have the notion of normal proof which is a slight vari- 
ant o f "pure  variable proof" introduced in [IM I. In order to explain it, 
call a variable (say t~, ), or x) critical variable of an inference SiS" if it is 
not allowed to occur ~" ~" ,h ,l,e cone!us ;on  S ' .  Thus .  " '~- '"  :- " . . . . .  quanot  ~ lili ~-re~ices, 
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inductions, Tl-inference, T(P! )" and T(P I , P2. I tl)-inferences have crit- 
ical variables. Then P is normal if the following holds: 1) no variable 
~curs  both free and bound in it, 27 i fx (ore  or),) is the critical vari- 
able of the intL'rence SIS' in P then x (or ¢~. y) does not occur free in any 
sequent S" below S, 3) if the frec variable x (or t~ or3') occurs free in S 
bul not in the endsequent of P then there is an inference S l /S  2 in P 
with S 2 below S such that x is the critical variable o fS  1/S 2 . 
We have 
Lemma 5. l f  P is a proof  o f  a se~vtent S with no var&ble both free and 
bound #1 S then it is always possible to r:7~lace free and bound variables 
bt P hy suitably chosen constant erms, f imctors and ather free and 
bound variables o as to obtain a normal proof  P' o rs  
Thus P' has essentially the same structure as P. The proof of lemma 5 is 
completely routine and along the lines of the proof of lemma 34 in [IM]. 
We no~,e: if P is a normal proof of S and i fS does not contahl flee vari- 
ables then tkcre are no free variables in the final part of P. From now 
on we always ta,:qtly assume that the prool~ P which we are going to con- 
sider are normal, A proof P is called strictly normal if it is nn~ real and if 
no free variables occur in its endsequent: evidently a strictly normal 
proof has no flee variables in its final part. 
L) Let S be a sequent in a proof P. That part of P which contains 
precisely S and all sequents above S is clearly a proof of S called sub- 
proof of S in P and denoted by Ps" 
2.5, Rechwtion steps: p,'el#ninary ones. A ) Let us call a sequent 
F' ~ A' a subsequent of I" -* A if (apart from order) F' and A' are sub- 
sets of F, A respectively. 
B) One of tile main features of Gentzen type proof theory are the so 
called reduction steps. A reduction step is a certain elementary syntac- 
tical transformation which can be applied under certain restrictions to a 
proof P. Tile result of this transformation is a certain proof P' whose 
endsequent S' ,.'s related in a simple way to the endsequent S of  P; most!y 
S' is a subsequent of  S. In this paper we will list quite a number of re- 
duction steps, Most of  these have already been introduced by Gentzen 
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in [G] ; some are due to the attthor and described in [BSi, 21, [LNt. 
Since all these reduction steps are amply described in the cited literature 
we will be very brief in most cases and refer the reader to the relevant 
papers. There are also a number of lemmas which describe simple prop- 
erties of these reduction steps. Their prool\s are completely routine and 
worked out in detail in the above cited litter, ltt~re; therefore we omit 
these proofs too. Even if the reader is not familiar with the reduction 
steps listed below he may read the following p~tgcs with profit: the 
lemmas just mentioned can be understood without knowledge of the 
detailed structure of the reduction steps. 
C) The first and most simple kinds of reduction steps introdu~.x~4 in 
[G] are the so called preliminary reduction steps: I ) elimination of 
thinnings from the final part of a proof P. 2) elimination of the logical 
axioms from the final part of P. Thereby we recall that an axiom c,f 
ETi u V (or ETRi u V) is called logical if it has the fore1 D -* D' where 
D is isomorphic with D'; M~ is thus the set of logical axioms (sect..~. ~ I )~ 
The effects of preliminary reduction steps arc summarized by 
Lemma 6. a) With eveo, pro~tf P in ETi u V we cao c,¢societe a m, mber 
N such that at most N preliminary rechtction steps are applicabh, to P 
b) I f  P does not admit preliminary reduction steps then there is no lo- 
gical axiom and no thimzing in its jbzal part. c) I f  P' with endsequent 
S' follows from P (with endseeuent S) by means o f  a prelimhmry reduo 
tion step then S' is a subseqJet~t orS. 
D) Pteliminary reduction steps are built tip by little atomic substeps. 
Among these substeps there is one which deserves particular attention: 
we have called it "'omission of a cut" in [LNI. The operation "'omission 
of a cut" is applicable to P if there is a cut S i . $2/S in the final part of 
P with the property: S is derivable fiom Si (or S 2 ) by means of thinnings 
and interchanges. Then we replace the subproof Ps orS in P by the fol- 
lowing proof P' of S: 
PS 1 
St 
S 
fliinnings, interchanges 
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Tile resulting proof P* has the same endsequent as P and is said to fol- 
low from P by "'omission of a cut". 
E) There is another eduction step of quite elementary nature. Let P 
be a proof of S and assume that no free variable occurs in the final part 
i~ is be tile choice constants which occur in P. Assume of P Le.t ¢tUl . . . . .  O~us 
tba( there is at least one constant "~erm ill tile final part of P which is not 
,,~lturatetl, Then wc effectively find sequence numbers w l ..... ~.'s of equal 
t 1 i l  . . . .  :"Is by ¢XUl,W 1 length ~ 1 with tile property: replacement of % l '  "us .... 
.... etu ,w transforms P into a proof P which ~s saturated. We say that P 
follows trom P by means of a con traction (inessential reduction step in 
[LN] ); in this connection we also s:Lv that the endsequent S' o f  P' is a 
contraction of the eudsequent S of P. 
2.6. Essential rc(htcthm stcy~s I. A ) In addition to the preliminary re- 
duction steps whicl~ are in some sense of secondary importance, Gent- 
zen introduces in [G1 two other types of reduction steps. The first of  
these, called induction reduction, is applicable to a proof P if the follow- 
ing situation holds: there is an induction S/S' in P. say A(x), P ~ A(x ' ) /  
A(0), i" ~ A(t) with conclusion in tile final part and with t a constant 
saturated term of value Itl = n. Then. as shown in [G], it is possible to 
replace this induction by a series of n -  l consecutive cuts if n > l, fol- 
lowed eventually by a conversion. I fn ~ 1 the hlduction can be removed 
by even simpler operations. The resulting proof U so obtained is said to 
follow from P by means of an induction reduction. For details see [G], 
[LNI. 
B) While tile reduction step "'inductiox~ reduction" has a strong in- 
tuitive appeal the same cannot b said about tile second kind of essential 
reduction steps which Gentzell introduces i~ [G] : elimination of logical 
symbols from the final part of a p roo f / :  In )rder that an "'elimination 
of logical symbols" is applicable to P it is necessary that P does not ad- 
mit preliminary reduction steps. In additior it i~ assumed that there are 
two critical logical inferences in P, say 11 : l- -~ A(x) /P  -+ (s)A(s) and 
12: A(t), Z -~ B/(s)A(s), ~, -* B (denoted m~re brietly by S i/S' l and 
$2/S  ~ respectively) and a cut S 3 , $4/S  s su:h that: l) S 3 is equal to or 
below S~, 2) S 4 is equal to or below S~, 3~ the cut formula in S a is an 
image of(s)A(s)  in S~, 4) file cut ibrmul~ in S 4 is an image of (s)A(s) 
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in S[. If such is the case then Gentzen applies to P a certain syntactical 
transformation f rather sophisticated nature, A det:filed escription of 
this reduction step is given in [G], [LN], Actually, Gentzen defined 
"elimination of a logical .symbol" for a classical system of number theo- 
ry not containing implication; however it is shown in [ BS 1 ! and ! LN I 
' that this reduction step can also be applied to intuitionistic proofs con- 
taining implication. Below we call "elimination of a logical symbor' a 
logical reduction step, Properties of induction reductions and logical 
reduction steps are described by 
Lemma 7. a) I f  P is a proof #t ETi u V which is saturated and which 
contains at least one critical #~duction then we can alq~l.v an #tdltet ion 
reduction to P b) I f  P' follows from P by means o f  an hzehtction re- 
duction or a logical reduction step then P' has the some ,'misequeot as P 
The proof is trivial and follow~ immediately from the definition of these 
reduction steps. A less trivial property of logical reduction steps is given 
by 
Lemma 8. Let P be a proof  in ETi U V havhtg the following properties: 
1) it does not contain critical induction inferences, no critical Tl-infe- 
rences, no critical T(P I )-i~tI~,rrnees and no critical T(P 1 , P2, l tl)-#tt'eren- 
ces, 2) P differs from its final part. 3) i f  S is a Harrop ax'iom in the y3nal 
part then S is a prime sequent, ¢1 P does not a~h~sit prefim#tao' ttor h)- 
gical reduction steps. Then there is a critical logical iL;~',enee in P whose 
principal formula has an hnage in the endsequent ~Ll'P. 
The proof, which is elementary although not trivial, can be found !n 
slightly different setting in [G1 or in [BS! 1 (theorem 2). 
Corollary. l f  P is as Ot lemma S and has end-sequent ~ A then tile 
critical inference in question is the rightmost one a~mong the critical lo- 
gical inferences o f  P. 
2.7. Subformula reduction step~ A) Let P bca normal proof in Eri  u V 
which has the properties required by lemma 8 and whose endsequent has 
the form ~ (E ~),4(~), According to the last corollas' the principal for- 
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mula in the conclusion of  the rig!ltmost critical logical inference in P 
must have an image in the endsequeni. This implies that this inference 
must neces~lrily have the t'on~ F ~. A '(t" )/P -~ (E ~),4 '(~) and that 
(E }~'I'(/D is isomorphic with (E/DAi/D. By omitting this inference and 
inserting eventually a conversion we obtain a proof P' of-~ .4 (F) (F free 
for ~ in A). Simiiariy if the endsequent of  P is -~ A vB, -~ A A B or 
-~ (ExJA(xJ we can derive from P in the same way as described above 
a proof P' of-~ A or of ~ B in the first case according to the form of 
the rightmost critical inference, proofs Pt and P2 of ~ A and ~ B res- 
pectively in the second case and a proof P' of--. A( t ) ( fo r  some term t 
free for x in A ) in the third case. i f  the endsequent of P is ~ (x)A(x-) 
then we can derive from P in the same way as described above first a 
proof P' of-~ A (x'l and then, by replacing every occurence of x in P' by 
, a proof P,~ of o~ A ( , t .  Finally, if ~ (~).,1(~) is the endsequent of P then 
we obtain in the same way first a proof P* o f - ,  A (~), and then. by re- 
placing ever3, t~ccurence of  ~ in P* by c~i~. a proof P' of-~ A (c~,). In each 
of these cases we say that the proof P', or the proofs P1, P., in case of 
an endsequent -~ A ^ B, or the proofs P;: in case of an endsequent 
-~ ~xJA (x) are obtained from P by means of a subformula reduction 
step: in case of an endsequent ~ (~)A(~) we require that the choice con- 
slant a(~ be such that i doe.~; not occur as upper index in any choice con- 
stant occuring in P. From the definition of subfomaula reduction swp 
we get 
Lemma 9. L .t P be a proof  o f  -~ t l  which sati.~fi(,s 1)..-4) o f  lemma ,~, 
Assume tha~ H has the form A vB~ A ^ !t. (fix)A(o\'). (E ~),-1 (/~), ~.\')A (x) 
or (,~L,t(~). The,  we can appO" a ~ubformula reductio, step to P (the 
result o f  which has bee, described above). 
2.8. The basic h'mma. A)  Practically everything said about reduction steps 
so far is in its csse~lce already contained in Gentzens paper [G I. In order 
to make further progress we need a new tool. This tool is provided by 
what we have called -basic lemma" in [LN] : 
Basic Lemma. Let P be a proof  i~3 ETi o V whose endsequent has the 
Jbrm -~ A and which does not co,.~tain thim~ings i , its" final part. Let 
S! ..... S,~ be the uppermost seque, ts i ,  the Jbtal part. listed f rom h'ft 
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to  right; let S i be F i -~ A i. Then for every i <~ m we have: a) there is a 
proof P i o f  ~ Ai, b) i f  B ocettrs it, I~i then there is a proof P' of-" B 
(Pi, P o f  course proofs in ETi t3 V). 
There are two proofs of the basic lemma. The second is more direct and 
also more important for us than the first one. Although it is given in 
detail in [LN] pg. 76, we will sketch the proof of clau.~ b) here. 
Outline o f  the proof: Let B occur in r i. In virtue of  the particular form 
of the endsequent of P there must by necessity be a cut S', S"/S in the 
final part of P such th:~t he cut formula B' in S" is an image ot'B; B' is 
then necessarily isomorphic with B. Let S', S" IS be more explicitly 
r -~ B', B'; E -~ c / r ,  y. ~ c. We alter P as follows: 
B' ,Z -*  C 
F~B'  B ' ,Z~B' ,C  
F ,E -~ B ' ,C  
thinning, interchange 
cut  
~ B',.1 
The result P* is a mildly classical proof in that it contains ome sequents 
which have more than one formula in the succedent: however these se- 
quents are all in the final part of P* and these additional formulas are 
either introduced by thinning or else images of fomaulas introduced by 
thinning. To P* we can apply the operation "'omission of a cut", getting 
a proof P** 
I '~B'  
r ,  :~ ~ B',("  
~B' ,A  
thinning, interchanges 
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P** is still a mildly classical proof in the same sense as P*. However, by 
elimination of  all thinnings from the final part of P** we get back an 
intuitionistic proof/3 in ETi u V, whose endsequent is now -~ B'; by ad- 
ding eventually a conversion to fi we get the desired proof P' of-~ B. 
The proof of clause a) is quite similar, 'I"o sum up: from P we pass to P* 
by inserting a particular thinning and interchange in the final part, from 
P* we pass to P** by using at least one "'omission of a cut" and by elim- 
ination of all thinnings which nfight occur in P** we get P'. Thus, the 
above proof gives us a precise prescription how to extract he proof P' 
of  -* B from P. We call P' the derived proof of-* B detemfined by B in 
r i -*  A i. 
Definition 2, A proofP  in ETi u V will be called standard if its endse- 
quent has the form -~ A. 
Mainly we will be concerned with strictly normal standard proofs; we 
use "'s.n,s. proo£" as abbreviation for strictly normal standard proof. 
2.9, Elimination ofttarrop a.vioms, The reader assuming V = 0 may omit 
this section. The basic lemma (clause a)) gives us a means of removing 
Harrop axioms from the final part, The syntactical operations thereby 
used will be called H-reduction steps. Prior to their definition we note 
l.emma 10, Let P be a standard proof Let A -~ B be a Harrop axiomin 
the final part o.f P Then -~ B is a tlarrop axiom. 
Proof. By assumption A ~ B is an uppermost sequent in tile final part 
of  P. By a) of  the basic lemma there is a proof P' in ETi u V o f~ B, 
that is, according to lemma 4 and theorem 2 a proof P" in GTi u V of 
-* B, From det~nition 1however it follows that B is a Harrop formula. 
Thus -* B satisfies a) of  definition 1 and is therefore a Harrop axiom. 
Now to the definition of H-reduction steps. Below P is an s.n,s, proof 
in ETi u V and S a Harrop axiom in the final part of P ;S  has the form 
F -~ B with P ,'ontaining at most one formula. Case 1 : S is 1" ~ (t~)B(a). 
Then (a)B(a) and thus B(~) are Harrop formulas. The basic lemma im- 
plies GTi u V 1-- ~ (~)B(t~) and hence GTi u V I-- ~ B(t~); that is, ~ B(a) 
is a Harrop axiom, Then we replace S in P by the following derivation: 
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-~" B(~)  
r ~ (~,)B(a) 
-~ V plus eventuady a thinning. 
Case 2: S is r --> (x)B(x), Then we proceed as under case i. Case 3: S is 
1" ~ A ^ B. Then ~ A, ~ B are Harrop axioms and we derive S from 
A, --, B by means of an -~ ^  and possibly a thil]niqg. Case 4: S is the 
sequent r --, A 9 B. Then --, A 9 B and thus A -~ B are Harrop axioms 
and we can derive S from A -+ B by means of --, 3 and possibly a thin- 
ning. Case 5: S is 17 -* -'1A. Then ~ "1A and thus A ~ are Harrop axioms. 
We derive S from. A -~ by means of  ~ --1 and possibly a thinning. 
Case 6: S is P ~ y = q and r not empty. Then ~ p = q is a Harrop axiom. 
We derive S from ~ p = q by thinning. 
Preliminary and H-reduction steps together are called preparatory reduc- 
tion steps. 
Lemma 1 I. For a given s,n.s, pro~Lf #t ETi u V we find an N such that 
not more than N preparatory re~uction steps are applicabh, to P 
We also have 
Lemma 12. Let P be an s.n,~, proof #z ETi o V which does not admit 
preparatory reduction steps. Then ereo" ~'iom in the final part ~I'P is 
a valid prhne sequent. 
From the consistency of ETi o V it follows that every Harrop axiom 
which is a prime sequent is valid, S cannot be a logical axiom since this 
would permit the application of a preliminary reduction step, S cannot 
be any of the Harrop axioms listed in tile definition of H-reduclion step 
since this would permit the application of an H-reduction step. Thus S 
must have tile tbrm A -~ with GTi u V i . . . .  "1 A, But frow the basic 
lemma we infer ETi u V t- --, A what contradicts GTi o V I- -~ -1A 
and the consistency of ETi u V, 
2.10. T-reduction steps. A) Finally we also need reduction steps in order 
to remove in some way critical TI-, T(P ! )- and T(,~'t, P2, ltl)-inferences 
from the final part. Below we describe sucll redm;tion steps, It is possible 
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to motivate them intuitiveb but in order to save space we omlt such a 
motivation: for us it wilt be sufficient o know their properties. Below, 
P is a saturated s.n.s, proof in ETi u V. 
B) First we note the simple but important 
Lemma 13, l f  S is pr~wable in GZRi then there is a proof in GZRi orS  
which contains only cuts whose c~ttfonnules are ptqme. 
An elementary proof of this lemma is obtained eg. by a slight modifica- 
tion of  the proof of theorem 48 in [ IM ]. In order to have a simple ter- 
minolo~ at hand we call a proof P in GZRi pseudocutfree if it contains 
only cuts whose cutibrmulas are prime. From our assumption A, lem- 
ma 3 (with V empty) and lemma 13 we infer 
Corollary. The sequents p c o q -+ D(p), p c D q -~ D(q) and p C D q, 
q C o r -~ p C D r hare pseudoeuU'ree proof~ in GZRi. 
(3 consider a critical Tl-inference S/S' in P. say 
DO'), (x)cDy A(x), F -* AO') 
W(c o ), D(t), r -+ A(t)  
Let P! be the derived proof of ~ W(c D ) in S'. Then we may replace Ps' 
by tile following derivation of S': 
TiP i ) 
DO'). (x)c  oy A(x), r -.. A 0') 
D(t), r -~ A(t)  
The resulting proof P' is said to follow from P by means of a T(P l )-re- 
duction step. 
D) Next consider a critical T(P 1 )-inference SIS' in P, say 
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DO,), (x)cny A(x), P ~ AO') 
D(t),  P ~ A( t )  
with P1, DO,) as in clause IV) of sect. 2.3, A ), Since P is saturated, t is 
saturated. Let P2 be the derived proof of--, D(t)  determined by D(t)  in 
S'; letP 3 be the pseudocutfree proof in lemma 13 o fy  c D t-~ DO,). Re- 
placingy by t in Ps yields a proo f~ s with endsequent S . Now we re- 
place Ps' in P by the following derivation: 
e3 es 
y c o t ~ DO') S 
y C O t, (X)coy A(x), P -~ AO') 
s c D i, P -~ A( t )  
P -~ s c o t 9 A(s) 
P -; (s) c o t A (s) S t 
D(t), P ~ A(~) 
cut 
T(Pt, P2, ltl) 
cut, interchanges, contractions 
The resulting proo fF  is said to follow from P by means of a T(P t )-re- 
duction step. We also ~y  that the T(P l )-inference SIS' is transformed 
by the reduction step into the T(P l , P2, I tl)-inference indicated in the 
diagram. 
E) Finally consider a critical T(P t , P2, Itl)-int%rence S/S' in P, say 
y C D t, (x) ct~v A(x), F -~ AO') 
q C D t, U -~ A(q)  T(PI, P2, Itl) 
Here q and t are saturated. Let F 2 be tile side proof of  ~, q c D t deter- 
mined by q C D t in S'. Let P3 be the pseudt~utfree proof in lemma 13 
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ofq  C o t -~ D(q). Combination of P~ with P3 yields a proofP~ of 
-* D(q). Finally let P4 be the pseudccutfree proof in lemma i 3 of 
y coq  , q cot  -~ y cbt .  Replacingy in Ps by q yield~ a proofP~ of 
Sq, Now we replace Pg in P by the f~itowing derivatiol~: 
y c o q, q c D t -~, y C D t S 
y COq, q C O t, (x )covA(x) ,  F -,. AO') 
~ Coq,  q CDt, F-* A(s)  
q cot ,  F~, sCoq _~ A(s) 
q C D t, P ~ (S)cDqA(S) 
q c o t, P -. A(q)  
Sq 
cut 
T(P l , e~, q) 
cut, interchanges, 
contractions 
The resulting proof P' is said t:o follow from P by means of a T(P 1 , P2)- 
reduction step. We "also say that the T(P l , P2, Itl)-inference S/S' is trans- 
formed by the reduction step into the T(P t , P~, Iql)-inference indicated 
in the diagram. 
F) We use the tbllowing terminology: a reduction step is called T-re- 
duction step if it ';s either a Tl-reduction step, a T(P l )-reduction step or 
a T(P 1 , P2)-reducti°n step. The elementary properties of T-reduction 
steps are summarized by 
Lemma 14. Let P be a samrated s.n.s, proof, a) I f  P contains a critical 
Tt-, T(P l )- or T(P 1 , P2, Itl).inference then a T-reduction step is applica- 
ble to P. 5) f f  P' fol lows from P by means o f  a T-reduction step then 
P' has the' same endsequcnt as P. 
Lemma g can now be expressed as follows: 
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l.emma 15. Let P be a saturated s.n.s, proof o f  -~ A with A oi" ate fi~rm 
B v C, (Ex)B(x), (E ~)B(~), (x)B(x) or (~)B(~ Assume that P does not 
admit preliminao, reductiott steps, H-reduction steps, logical reductio~ 
steps, induction reductions or T-reduction steps. Then a suhfi~rmula r, ~ 
duction step is applicable to ,P 
Tile proof follows immediately flora lemmas 7--9, 12 and 14. 
G) We conclude with a remark. The variable s which appears in the 
T(P l )- and T(P 1 , P2 )-reduction steps can always be chosen in such a 
way that the resulting proof P' is again normal if P is nonual. Quite ge- 
nerally we have 
Lemma 16. A reduction step transtbrms a t~ormal proof #~to a normal 
proof a s. n.s. proof into a s. n.s. proof  aml a :,'tandard woof  i~l to a 
standard proof 
Thus the class of  strictly normal standard prool~ is closx-d under reduc- 
tion steps. However a reduction step (a subformu:a reduction step in 
particular) can tran:fform a saturated proof into a proof wlfich is not 
saturated. 
2.11. The picture oy inferences. .4 ) We close this chapter with the des- 
cription of a concept wlzich is intuitively clear but whose precise defini- 
tion is rather clumsy. W~ content us to explain the concept in three cases 
in such a way that it is evident how to define it in the other cases. Below 
we use the following terminology: a T(P l . P2, Itl)-inference S l /S  2 is 
similar to the T(P], P~, ttlFinference S]/S~ if they have the sa;~le first 
and second ~ide proofs and if lt'l = lt~. 
B) Let P be a saturated s.n.s, proof in ETi u V containing a critical 
induction, say eg. A(x) -, Aix')/A{O) ~ .4{n) (denoted more briefly by 
SIS'). Let Ps be tile subproof of  S in P and Ps k tile result of  replacing x 
in Ps by k; let S k be the endsequent o fPs  ~" and S;: the sequent A(O) -* 
A(k). Application of an induction redtiction to P (that is to S:S') trans- 
forms P into a proof P' wilich can symbolically be written as follows: 
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P~ 
s o 
P2 
S~. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ | 
S; 
"'"'""-- S' S,, n-2  - I 
• / I  
Let S*/S** Ire a TiP I , P~, itl)-inference in P. Taere are two cases: 
a~ S*/S** is in t~,, ~t S*/S** is not in Ps" In case a) S*/S** reappears 
slightly distorted in P' in form of n copies S* S** (i < n). Obviously 
S*/S** is similar to each S*/S~*. We call these copies S*/S** the pic- 
tures of SIS' in P'. In case/3~ S*/S** remains unaffected by the reduc- 
tion step and reappears unchanged in P': this occurence of S*/S** in P' 
is called the picture of S*/S** (in P). 
(3 Next let P be an s.r,s, proof in ETi t.' V and let P' be obtained 
from P by means of an omission of  a cut. Let S*/S** be a T(P 1 , P2, Itl)- 
inference in P. Then clearly two cases ar;~,e: a) S*/S** is unaffected by 
the reduction step and reappears unci~anged in P', (3) S*/S** is affected 
by the reduction step, that is S*/S** is cancelled and does not appear 
at all in P'. In case a) we call the occurence S*/S** in P' the picture of 
S*/S** in P, in case ~') there is no ima?ge of S*/S** in P'. 
D) Finally let S/5' be a critical T(P t , P2, ttl)-inference in the saturated 
s.n.s, proof P. Let S"~!S ** be a T(P], P~, It'l)-inference in the saturated 
s.n.s, proof P which is dift\'rent from S/S'. Let P' be obtained from P 
by means of  a T(P 1 , P2)'reducti°n step applied to S/S' in P. Then, by 
proceeding as in the above exemples we can define one or two pictures 
of S*/S** in P', according to the position of S*/S** in P. Each of these 
pictures is similar to S*/S**. For SIS' however no picture is defined in 
p'. 
E) Now let F follow from P by means of any reduction step not fal- 
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ling under one of the above three exemples; let S*/S** be a T(P l ,P2, ltl)- 
inference in P. By proceeding &~ in the above examples we can associate 
in an obvious way with S*/S** none, one or several pictures ill P' accord- 
ing to the kind ~f reduction step and file position of S*/S** in P. Each 
of these pictures is of course a T(P ! , P~, I tt~-int~rence which is similar 
to S*/S**~ 
F) Let P1, Pa, P3 .... be a list of  proofs such that Pi.l tbllows from 
Pi by means of a reduction step. Then we can define for every 
T(P', P", lt[)-inference S*/S** in Pl the set of pictures in Pn, making 
use of B)-E) and proceeding by induction with respect o n. The set 
of pictures may of course be empty. I fS ' /S"  is a picture of  S*/S** 
then S'/S" is a~;ain aT(P', P ' ,  Itl)-inference, hence similar to S*/S *~. 
G) Finally, let P be a standard proof in ETi u V and B I ..... B~, ~ .4 
an uppermost sequent in the final part of P, Let P' be the derived proof 
ofB  i in this sequent. According to the construction of F ,  describt~ in 
the proof of the basic lemma, there is a proof P* which coincides with 
P except hat there is an additional thinning in the final part of  P*. Thus 
there is an obvious one-one mapping of the T(P m , P2, ltl)-inferences in
P onto the T(P l , P2, ttl)-inferences in P*; argument and image with res- 
pect to this mapping are similar, that is they are the same inferences, 
From P* we can derive the prooi'P' by means of omi~ion c" cuts and 
preliminary reduction steps. By proceeding as in F) we can a' ~ciate 
with every T(P 1 , P2, Itl)-i,fference S*/S** in P*, and hence in/~, at 
most one picture in P' which is similar to S*tS** (it is even the same). 
Conversely it is clear that evt~r, ~'~Pl, P2, Itl~-inference S'/S" in P' is 
the picture of some T(P l , P2, i'~J'inference S*!S** in P, This co,icludes 
our discussior, of the concept "'picture". 
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Chapter i I I. I~'oof of the first main results 
3. I. Reduct ion chains. A ) 
Definition 3. A finite or infinite sequence Po, Pl ,  ... of s.n,s, proofs in 
ETi u V is called a reduction chain of the proofP i fP  0 = P and if for 
each pair Pi, P~.I of consecutive proofs one of the following conditions 
holds: 1)Pi is not saturated and Pi+l follows from Pi by means of  a con- 
tradiction, 2) Pi is saturated and P~'+I follows from Pi by means of a pre- 
liminary ,~r H-reduction step, 3) Pi is saturated and does not admit pre- 
liminary nor H-reduction steps and P/+! follows from P; by means of an 
induction reduction, a logical reduction step or a T-reduction step, 
4) Pi is saturated, no reduction step other than a subformula reduction 
step is applicable to Pi and 1)÷ 1 follows from Pi by means of a subfor- 
mata reduction step. 
Definition 4. An s.n.s, proof in ETi u V is said to be good if there is no 
infinite reduction chain which starts with this proof. 
Definitions 3, 4 are central for what follows. Closely related to them is 
Definition 5. An s.n.s, i:roc, f P in ETi w V is ~aded if all its first side 
proofs are good. 
If in particular P does not contain T(F i )- nor T(P l , P1, I tl)-inferences 
the~ P is graded. 
B) The importance of thesc notions is stressed by 
Theorem 3. Let P be a good s.n.s, p roo f  in ETi t_) V of -*  W(c  D ) with 
c attd D subject to assumption A. Assume that D(y)  has the fo rm 
D'(3', t I ..... ts), where D(v, z 1 ..... z s) does not  contain choice comtants  
and no other free variables besides y, z l ..... zs and where t 1 , .  :., t s are 
saturated terms. Then there is for  every one place number  theoretic 
.fitnction f a number  n such that * -3 f (n  + 1 ) Co l (n )  is provabt~ in 
ETiU V. 
Proof. A) We start with a combinatorial remark. Let P0 be an s.n.s, proof 
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in ETi u V with endsequent S o ; let Pt be obtained from P0 by addition 
of a conversion, that is let Pl have the form 
e0 
so 
conversion 
S1 
Pl is of course again an s.n.s, proof. Our remark is: i fP  0 is good then 
P1 is good. The verification of  this remark is elementar)" and straight- 
forward and may be omitted. Using this remark it follows that it is suf- 
ficient to prove the flleorem for the case where DO') does not contain 
choice constants (and no free variables besides yl. in order to see this 
assume that D(.v) has the lbrm required by the theorem and that DO') 
contains choice constants via the terms tI ..... t~. Let D"Cv) be 
D'(.v, Itol ..... Itsl). By adding a conversion to P we obtain a proo fF  of  
-* W(CD,,). Le t fbe  a numbertheoretic function. Application of tile theo- 
rem toP'  provides an n and an s.n.s, proofP"  of-* - I f (n  + 1) co.. f(n). 
By adding a further conversion to F '  we obtain a proof P* of  
-* -1 f (n + 1 ) c D f (n)  what ~hows that the theorem holds also for P. 
Thus from now on we asst, me throughout the rest of  the proof that 
DCv) does not contain choice constants and no other l~e w~riables besi- 
de.s y. Then W(c o ) contains neither choice constants nor free variables. 
Since W(c D ) does not contain choice constants we can assume without 
loss of  generality that P does not contain choice constants either. A 
finite reduction chain P0 .... ,' P~x is called re..stricted if Pat does not lbl- 
low from Pi by means of  a subformuta reduction step for i < N: a res- 
tricted reduction chain is called maximal ifPN admits at most a subfor- 
mula reduction step. Since P is good there exists a maximal restricted 
reduction chain P0, -.-, PN with P0 = P- The er.dsequent ofP.~,~ is either 
W(c o ) or -*; since ETi u V is consistent the first case holds. P~v can- 
not coincide with its final part since its endsequent is not prime. Hence 
a subformula reduction step is ~ppliL:,~ble to Pv according to len~ma i 5; 
let P,~v,~ be the result, The endsequent of P~v-: i must necessarily be of  
the form ~ (Ex) -1 t~(.x'-~ 1) c o aJ<~(x) for suitable/. Since P is good. 
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PN+I is good. B) IfPN+ 1 . . . . .  PM is an} restricted reduction chain of 
P3'+! then Pi must have an endsequent of the form ~ (Ex)-qct{v.(x+l) 
c o o~{,, ~x) (:~ < i ~ M): in addition wi+ l is an extension ofw i. Let fbe  
a num[~ertheoretic function. Call the restricted reduction chain PN+I .... 
.... PM compatible with f if each w i is an initial segment of/': Since 
t~v+l is good it follows that there exists a marginal restricted reduction 
chain P.v+l ..... PM which is compatible with)': The endsequent of PM 
has the form ~ (E x) -1 a{~ 4 (x + 1) c D a{v M (x) with w M = f (k )  for some 
k. As before we infer that a subformula reduction step is applicable to 
PM, transf°rming PM into a proofP '  o f~ -q~{~,M(t+I)CD ~ jwM It). with 
t a constant erm containing at most e~.,, as choice constant. By taking 
a sufficiently l:,r~e m > k and by replace'Jig t~{, in P' bv a~ where 
" [ . . . .  ,, . ' n  i . " " v = Tim) we get a proo fP  o f - ,  -qa~,(t + I) c o %(t )  such that t is satu- 
rated and ltl < m. Al'plication of a conversion to the endsequent of P" 
translbrms P" into a proof P* o f~ -1 f (n+ 13 cD f (n)  where n = Itl. 
l)efinition 6. A sequence t~ = <% . . . . .  as._ ~ ) is called unsecured with res- 
pect to W(C o ) if one ot the following condition is satisfied: a )s  = 1 
and there is a proof P in ETi u V of --, D(a o), ~) s > 1 and for every 
i < s -1  there is a proof Pi in ETi w V of-~ ai+ ! c D a i. The sequence is
called secured if s > 1 and if for some i < s -  1 there is a proof P in 
ET iu  V o!'-* ']ai+ ! CDa i. 
Lerama 17. A sequence (a o .. . . .  as.. 1 ) camtot be secured and unsecured 
at ,'he same time. 
Proof. Follows from the consistency of ETi u V. 
As an immediate consequence of theorem 3 and lemma 17 we obtain 
Theorem 4. Let P be a 2ood s.n.,s, p roo f  in ETi u V of  --~ W(c o ), with 
D as in theorem 3, The tree eft'sequences unsecured witlt respect to 
W(C D ) is wellfounded. 
As usual we can associate with every element of a wellfbunded tree in a 
familiar way an ordinal, its tree ordinal, This gives rise to 
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Definition 7. Let P and D be as in theorem 4: let u = (a o .... , as. l ) be a 
sequence (number) unsecured with respect o W(C/9 ). Then we denote 
the tree ordinal o fu  by ~u~ o. 
3.2. Vahtation of  proof¢. A ) 
Definition 8. Let P be an s.n.s, proof in ETi u V. A valuation of P is a 
function which associates with ever5, T(P i . Pz, ltt)-inference (in P) a se- 
quence number which satisfies the following condition: a~ 1 = I tl. 
In connection with Definition 7 we use the following notation: 1 ) va- 
luations are denoted by such symbols V, W, V' etc., 2) if V is a valua- 
tion of  P, i fS/S' is a T(P 1 , P,, ltl)-inference in P then V(S/S') is tile 
value of V for this inference 111 order to indicate that V is a valuation 
of P we also write V e. 
8 )  Now let P be an s.n.s, proof in ETi u V ard let P' be obtained by 
means of  a reduction step. Let I" t~e a valuation of / ' .  l'hen we define a 
valuation V' on P' which is related in a simple way ~o t/'. We call V' tile 
valuation induced by V on P'. 111 order to define V' we distinguish three 
cases: I) P' follows from P by means ~f a reduction step which is neither 
a T(P~ )- nor a T(P 1 , P2 )-redl~ction step. ti) P' follows from P by means 
of a T(P l )-reduction step. !tl) P' follows from P by means of  a T(P ! . P,  
reduction step. C~e I: Let S*/S** be a T(P I , P2. ttl)-infe~nce in P and 
S'/S" a picture of  it in P'. Then we put V(S'/S"~ -- V(S*/S**). Since 
S'/S" is similar with S*/S** and since every T(P I . P~. Itl)-inference 
S'/S" in P' is the picture of  some T(P ! , P,, itl)-inference S*/S** in P 
the function V' is completely defined on P' and indeed a valuation. 
Case H: P' follows from P by" means of  a T(P I )-reduction step applied 
to the T(P ! )-inference SI/S? ; assume that S t/S~ is translbrmed by this 
reduction step into the T(P l , P2- !tl)-inference S' !/S'~. Suitcase a): 
S*/S** is S~/S~. Then we put V'(S*/S**)= < ttl>. Subcase b}: S*]S** 
is a picture o fa  T(P], P'2, It'l)-inference SJ/S~* in P. Tl-,en we put 
I,"(S*/S**) = V(SS/S~*). ~ thus defined is clearly a valuation of  P'. 
Case III: P' follows from P by means of  a ]'(Pt, P~ )-reduction step ap- 
plied to the T(P l , P2, Itt)-inference S t IS 2 ; assume that this inference 
is transformed by this reduction step into the T(P l , P*, tqi)-inference 
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S'I/S' 2. Let V(S1/S~ . )  be (a 0 .... , as,_ l > where as_ 1 = ttt by definition. 
Subcase a): S*/S** is  S' l/S~. Then we put V'(S] /S' 2 ) = (ao, ... , as_l, Iql). 
Subcase b):• S*/S** isa picture of a T(P] , P~, It' I)-inference ~'0c*~e**~'0 in F. 
Then we put I:"(S*/S**) = V(S~/S~*~. V' thus defined is clearly a valua- 
tion. 
C) Let P be an s.r~.s, proof in Eq'i u V and F ! , ..., B s ~ A an upper- 
most se~'aent in the final part of  P, Let P' be the derived proof ofB  i de- 
termined by B i in B 1 ..... B s -* A. Let V be a valuation of P. Then we 
can define a valuation V' on P' as follows: i fS*/S** is a picture of a 
T(P i , P~, Itt~-inference S~/S~* in P, then we put V'(S':'/S**) = 
V(S~/S~*). According to part G) in setc.2.1 , V' is indeed a valuation 
of P'. We call it the valuation induced by V on P'. 
D) Definition 8. Let P be a graded s.n.s proof in ETi u V and W a val- 
uation of P We call W compatible with P if the following holds: if 
S*/S** is a T!P t , P2, ltl)-infere)lce in P with Pl a proof of-* W(c o ), 
if I¢(S*/S**) = (a 0 ..... as ! ) where a~_ 1 = Itl then (a 0 .... , as_ l > is an 
unsecured sequence with respect o W(c o ). 
Remark, In case s = 1 this condition is automatically satisfi,:d. 
E) Our next aim is to describe the relation between the valuation V 
and the induced valuation V'. To this end we note: 
Lemma 18. Let P be a ,graded s. n s proof in ETi u V. a) I f  P' is obtained 
from P by means o f  a reduction step which is not a Tl-reduetion step 
the.:z P' is graded, b) Let P also be saturated and DOe), (x)c_vA(x),  I~ -~ 
A(,')/W(C 0 ), D(t), F -* A(t)  a critical Tl-inference (denoted simply by 
S/S'), Let PI be the derived proof ofW(cr)  ) in S'. Then Pl is graded. 
c) Let ,~ P! and S/S' be as in b) and assume in addition that Pl is good. 
l f  P' is obtained from P by mea,~s o f  a Tl-reduetion step applied to S/S' 
then P' is graded. 
Tile iemma follows immediately from the definitions and its routine 
proof may be omitted. 
Lemma 19. Let P be a graded, ~roQf and V a compatible valuation o f  it. 
a) Let F be obtained from F ~! means o f  a reduction step which is not 
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a Tl-reduction step and V' the vahtation induced by V on te~ Then ~ is 
compatible with P'. b) Let P, Pi and S/S" be as in b) of  lemma 18, Let 
V' be the valuation induced by V on PI accord#~g to C} in this section, 
Then V' is compatible with Pl" c) Let P, P1, P' and S/S' to be as in c) 
o f  lemma 18 and let V' be the vahtation induced b3" V on P'. Then t." 
is compatible with P'. 
Proof. The proof of b), c) and most of at is straightforward and rot~tine 
and may be omitted. There are only two cases in a) which deserve "loser 
attention. Case 1: There is a critical T(Pt )-inference S ! /S,  in P, say 
T(P t ) 
DO'), (x}cDvA(x), I ~ ~ AO'} 
D(t), F -* A~t) 
and P' follows from P by means of  a T(P l )-reduction step applied to 
S t /S 2 . Let S 1 IS 2 be transformed into the T(P I , P2, Itl)-inferenceS]/S~. 
By definition V'(S;t/S~)= < ItJ). Since P2 is a proof of-~ D(t), < itt> is 
indeed unsecured with respect o W(c 0 ). Since at all other arguments 
S*/S** of V' the compatibihty condition is obviously satisfied it fol- 
lows that V' is compatible w~th P'. (.~se 2: There is a critical 
T(PI , P2, Itl)-inference S l /S  2 in P, say 
y c o t, (x)covA(x) , F ~ AO') 
q C O t, P ~ A(q) 
and P' follows from P by means of a T(P ! , P2 )-reduction step applied 
to S t/S 2. Let S l /S 2 be transformed by tile reduction step into the 
T(P t , P~, Iq l)-inference S~/S~. Let V(S l /S  2 ) be (a 0 ..... as- ! ), with 
as_ l = Itl by definit.lon. Then V'(S'I/S ~) is <a 0 .... , a~_ l , Iqt)by definition 
of V'. However the basic lemma pemlits us to extract ile derived proof 
/3 o f~ q c D t in S~ and by conversion we get a proof f fo f~ lql ct) Itl. 
Since <a 0 .... , as_ l ) is unsecured with respect o W(c o ) it follows that 
<a o .... , asL t , Iql) is unsecured with respect o W(c D ). Thus, as in case ! 
we infer that V' is ccmpatible with P'. 
3.3. Ordinals, A ) Graded proofs and compatible valuations permit us to 
introduce ordinals, Tlmreby we use some small fragment of  ordinal arith- 
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metic, such as used by Gentzen in {GI. The ordinals flmctions to be 
used are e~ + ~, ~ # I3 ~naturai sum), ~ ./3, ton (~}; a description of  their 
properties is given in [Sch]. We omit all calculations; they are straight- 
forward and routine and presented in detail in [LN]. 
B) First of all, we ,:all a formula W(c u ) (or a sequent ~ W(c o )) fun- 
dameotal if the following holds: 1 } c ,  D satisfy assumption A, 
2) D(y} has the form D'(v. ~'l . . . . .  t s } with t I ..... t~ saturated terms and 
with D'(v, z I ..... z s) containing neither choice constants nor free varia- 
bles other thany,  z~ ..... z s, 3} there is a proof P in ETi t3 V of  
~. W(C O } (P m*ly always be assumed to be an s,n.s, proof). As noted 
earlier, tile tree of sequences unsecured with respect o W(C D ) is well- 
founded if W(¢ :u ) is fundamental. Moreover this tree is clearly denu- 
merable, There tore there exists a smallest denumerable ordinal X (the 
tree-ordinal of  this tree) with the property: if u = (a 0 ..... as_ :. ) is unse- 
,;tired with respect o W(c/9 } then Ilull D < ;k, In order to indicate the 
dependence of ;k on D we sometimes write ~'u- Since there are only de- 
numerable mmly fornmlas W(c D ) there is a smallest ordinal ~ with the 
property: if W, c u } is fundamental then ;kt) < ~.  
C) Now let ,;' be a graded s.n.s, proof and V a compatible valuation of 
it, We associate inductively with every sequent S in P a certain ordinal 
O(S), The inductive definition is as follows: l) i fS  is an axiom of the 
form F ~ then O(S) = l, 2) i fS is an axiom of the form P -~ B then ' 
O(S) = d(B} (sect, 2,4.}, 3} i fS  is the conclusion of a conversion or a 
one place structural inference then we put 0($5 = O(S'), 4) i fS  is the 
conclusion of a one place logical inference S'/S then 0($5 = O(S') # l 
(that is O(S') + 1 }, 5) i fS  is the conclusion of a two place logical infe- 
rence S I , $2/S then O(S} = O(S 1 ) # O(S 2 ) # I, 6) S is the conclusion 
of a cut S l , S?./S and O(S} = ¢oa(O(S l ) # O($2)) where d= h(S l ) -  h(S), 
7~ S is the conclusion of  an induction S t /S  and O(S) = Wd(O(S l )" w)  
with d = h(S I ) -h (S ) ,  85 if S is the conclusion of a Tl-inference S 1/S 
t,len O(S) = coa((O(S I 5 # ¢o s~÷l 5" t,~a+l ) with d = h(S l ) -  h(S), 9) if S is 
the conclusion of a T(P I )-inference S I/S and P~ a proof of-~ W(c o ) 
then 0($5 = eoa((O(S ~ ) # w t* I 5 w t+ m) where ~ = X D , ! 05 S is the conclu- 
sion of a T(P I. P~, i t t)qnference S~/S and O(S) = w d ((O(S t ) # co ~+ 1 ) co~+ l ) 
where ~ = tt u II o with V(S t/$5 =/t. The ordinal of the edsequent of a proof 
P is called the ordinal of  P and denoted by O(P); in order to indicate its 
dependence on V we also write O v (P). 
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D) The main properties of ordinals and reduction steps are described 
by the following lemmas. 
Lemma 20. Let P be a graded s.n.s proof and V a eompatibh, valuation 
of  it. Let 1 ~ be obtained from P by means of  a reduction step "~f the fob 
lowing kind: 1) preliminary reduction step, 2) H-reduction step, 3) con- 
traction. Let V' be the vahtation imfi~ced by V on t ~. Then 
ov.(F) <- Or(P). 
I.emma 21. Let P be a graded, santrated s.n.s, proof. V a compatible va- 
luation of  P and let P' be obtained from P by means o f  a reduction step 
of  the following kind: 1) omission o f  a cut, 2) logical reduction step, 
3) induction reduction, 4) atbfbrmula reduction step, 5) T(P I )- or 
T(P1, P2 )-reduction step. Let t -~ be the valuation indutx, d by V on P'. 
Then Oe,(F) < Or(P). 
In the p~oof of lemma 21, clause 5), use is made of iemma 13 and of 
assumption A: it turns out that the ordinals of the end:~equents of the 
pseudocutfree proofs which appe,~r in the definition of T(P t )- and 
T(P1, P2 )-reduction step are. finite. 
Lemma 22. Let P be a graded, saturated s.n.s, proof. V a compatible ral- 
uation of  P and SIS' a critical Tl-inference in P, say 
DO'), (X)cD~,A(x), [" -~ AQ,),/W(CD), D(t), F -* A(t). L~t PI be the de- 
rived proof 93"-+ W(c/~ ) det,,rmined by W(c D) #t S' a;ld assume that Pi 
is good. Let P* be obtained J~:~m P by means o f  a Tl-re, fiction step ap- 
plied to SIS' and V* the vahtation induced by V on P*. Fhen 
Ov,(P*) < Or(P) (lemma 18, c)). 
The proofs of these lemmas, v~hich involve routine calculatiens in ordi- 
nal arithmetic are given in detail in [LN] and may be omitted. We con- 
tent us with a remark cencerning tile crucial emma 22. In order to prove 
lemma 22 one gc,es back to the construction of P' as described in the 
proof of the bas~c lemma. According to this proof one starts with a proof 
P* which differs from P only in that there is an additional thinning in 
the final part of P*. From P* one derives F by means of some prelimi- 
nary reduction steps and at least one omission of a cut. Extending our 
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ordinal assignment to such mildly classical proofs such as P* we first 
find that P* has the ~n~e ordinal as P. Using lemma 20 and lemmas 21, 
1) one then finds that Or(F )  is indeed smaller than O v(P). 
Lemmas 22 and 23 play a cel~.tral role in the proof of the following 
cn~cial theorem: 
Theorem 5, L?t P be a graaed s.n.s, proof and V a compatible valuation 
of  P Then P is good. 
Proo£ We proceed by transfinite induction ,vith respect o the ordinal 
associated by V to P. More precisely we assume: ifP' is a graded s.n.s. 
proof and V' a compatible valuation ofF ,  if in ~ddition Ov4P')  < Or(P) 
then P' is good. Now a~ume that there is an infinite reduction chain 
P0, PI .... of  P (that is P = P0). Since only finitely many contractions, 
prciiminary and H-reduction steps are applicable to P it t, qlows that 
there is a first Pk with the property that neither a contraction, nor a 
preliminary nor an H-reduction step is applicable to Pk. According to 
lemma i 8 each of the prool~ Pi (i ~ k) is graded. According to lemma 19 
we can inductively define valuations Vi ofP  i for i <~ k as follows: 
a) ~'o = IT, b) Vi+ 1 is the valuation induced by V i on Pi+l (i < k). Acco~-- 
ding to lemma 20 we have O v . (P~+!) < Ov (Pi) for i < k. Thus 
/+t i 
Ovk(Pp¢ ) < Ov(t ). Now we distinguish cases according to the reduction 
step which leads fron~ Pt to Pk+l. Case 1: The reduction step is not a 
Tl-reduction step. Let t,'1¢+1 be the valuation induced by V k on Pk+l- 
According to lemma ,. 1 we have Or, +. (Pk+~ ) < Ov~ (Pk ) =~ Or(P)" 
Hence Pk+l is good what contradicts the existence of the infinite chain 
Pk+l , Pk+2 . . . . .  Case 2: ,~ is transformed into Pt-+l by means o fa  TI- 
reduction step. Let in particular the T|-reduction step be applied to the 
Tl-inference D(y), (.v)ct~,,A(x), 1-' o AO,)/W(c D ), D(t), V -~ A(t). Let 
P' be the derived proof determined by W(c D ) in W(C. D ),D(t), I'-~ A(t) 
and It" the valuation induced by V k o,~ P'. Then P' is graded and accor- 
ding to lemma 22 we have Or(F )  < O),~ (Pt). Hence according to our 
assumption P' is good. But then we are l a the situation described by 
lemma 23 and inter Or." t (Pk+t) < Ov~(P k). It follows again from the 
inductive assumption tl~it P~+l is goo< what contradicts the existence 
of the infinite reduction chain Pk+l, Pk+2 . . . . .  Thus P is good. 
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Corollary. I f  P is an s.n.s, p roo f  in GTi u V the,z P is ,good 
Proof. P is a good proof in ETi o V which does not contain neither 
T(P 1 )- nor T(P l , Pz, I tl)-inferences and hence no side proofs. Hence P 
is trivially graded and admits a lrivial valuation I~, ' namely the empty 
valuation. The statement then follows front theorem 4, 
From theorem 5 and its corollary we get our first main result: 
Theorem 6. Let V be a set ,~f closed Harrop formulas uch that GTi t.J V 
is consistent. Let  P be a proof  in GTi u V of  -~ G. Let A. B, (E x~C{x), 
(E ~)D(/j) be foromlas without constants and free rariabh, s. 1 ) l f  G is 
A vB then there is a proof ( in  GTi u V) of  -, A or -~ B, 2) i f  G is 
(F:x)C(x) then there is a numeral n and a proof  P' in GTi u V tZI" 
C'(n), 3) 1]" G is (E ~)D(~) then there is a constant .hmctor I. without 
choice constants and a proof  F in GTi u V ttf ~ D{t:3. 
Proof. We sketch the proof of 3). The prool~ of I ), 2) are practically tile 
same. As noted earlier we can transfomt P by means of renaming bound 
variables in an s.n.s, proof P0 in GTi U V and hence a good proof accor- 
ding to the corollary to theorem 4. Now we proceed exactly as in the 
proof of theorem 3 ~md introduce the notion of reduced reductioa chain. 
Since P0 is good it follows th'~i there exists a maximal reduced reduc- 
tion chain P0 .... , P~v. As in th~ proof of theorem 3 we infer tilat Pv has 
the same endsequent asPo, that is ~ (E~)D(~) and that a ~t~,bformula re-
duction step must be applicable to P:x:. Application of this subformula 
reduction step transforms Pv into a proof P* in ETi u V of-~ D(k o)  
for some constant functor b o. Replacement of choice constai~ts by suit- 
able constants for primitive recursive functions transfom~s P*"into a 
proof P** with endsequent -~ D(F), with F containing neither free vari- 
ables nor choice cot~stants. Since ETi u V is a conservative extension of 
GTi u V we can transform P** back inta a proofF  of ~ D(F). Titus, 
theorem 5 is just the sequential counterpart of part a) of theorem 1. 
3.4. Errata to chapter V l lo f  [LN]. A) Theorem 5 corresponds to
theorem 49 in [LN] in case where V is empty and to theorem 49* in 
case where V is not empty. Our treatment is a synthesis of chapters VII 
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and VIII of  [LN] in case where no function parameters are present. In 
chapters VII, VIII in [LN] we have treated the general~case where func- 
tion parameters are present. Due to the presence of function parameters 
tile definition of  the concept "valuation" in VII and the proof of its 
properties ar~ rather complex, this situation is improved by some mis- 
print~ ~vhich will be corrected below. These complications are avoided 
by restriction to the case without function parameters. 
B) For the reader who wants to study the general case where W(c D ) 
is allowed to contain function parameters we present a little errata 
which corrects the above mentioned misprints in chapter VII of [LN] : 
a) pg. 204, line 6 from above read "Here PI is a proof ...", b) pg. 204, 
line 14 from below r,~-place ~'(x- t ) by ~(x-  1 ), c) pg. 204, line 6 from 
below add the condition "'e) wi C x. -ffi~x), i = 1, ..., s, d) pg. 207, line 2 
from below read "wi ~h" ai (2)''' e) pg. 208, line 9 from above read 
"'vi ~h" "ffi( x)"/3(.x -- 1 ) = Itl", 13 pg. 208, line 9 from above read "for 
each i < x--!  ..,", g) pg. 208, line 4 fi-om below read "e' =-~(x- 1 ), ...", 
I0 pg, 21 O, line 7 from above read "and ~'(x-- 1 ) is ...", i) pg. 210, line 
12 from above read "'-~ -7 ~w.tn+ 1) c~ *v' ~w.(n)", k) pg. 210. line 15 
from above read "-~ -1 ~(n+ 1) c~ *v'/3(n)". 
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Chapter IV. The proof tt~ory of GTRi o V 
4.1. Remarks on GTRi o V. It goes without saying that the proof theo- 
ry applied to hGTi u V and ETi u V respectively can be applied practi- 
cally without changes to the theories hGTRi o V and ETRi o V respec- 
tively; all that has to be done is to omit every reference to i~lduclion 
and induction reductions. Then it is clear that a reduction step tran~ 
forms a proof in ETRi u V into another proof in ETRi u V: here as- 
sumption A enters again via lemma 13 and the definition of T(P l )- and 
T(PI, ['2, Itl)-reduction steps. Good proofs, graded proofs, valuations 
and ordinals are introduced in the same way as in the last chapter and 
they have also the same properties. Without any change of arguments 
we obtain a counterpart of theorem 5, namely 
Theorem 7. I f  V is a closed set o f  Harrop jbnnulas such that GTRi tj V 
is consistent and P a graded proof #l ETRi u V with c'ompatibh' vahta- 
tion W then P is good. 
Corollary. An s.n.s, proof  P in hGTRi u V L~ good (under the assump- 
tions o f  theorem 7). 
ProoL P is trivially graded and the empty valuation is compatible with P. 
From theorem 7 we could in:er tile counterpart of theorem 6 for 
ETRi u V; however this is no: what we want. Our aim is to prove the 
stronger statement theorem l, B). 
4.2. An extension E*TRi w V of  hGfR: o V. A) !11 order to prepare 
the proof of part B) of theorem 1 we apply to hGTRi o V a proof 01eo- 
retic treatment which differs from that one applied to hGTi tJ V i:,, tile 
following point: inductions, induction reductions, aturation and con- 
tractions do not play any role in it, Si~ce the differences between the 
two treatments are other, vise minor we content us to explain the main 
differences. 
B) The first step consists in defining an extension E*TRi u V of 
hGTRi u V which is a slight variation of ETRi u V. Tile definition of 
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E*TRi u V is by means of  five clauses I* ,V*  which are slight variants 
of  clauses I -V  in sect. 2.3. A. The definition of I * -V*  is as follows: 
a) i* is as I but with hGTRi u V in place of hGTi t3 V, b) ll* isas 1I 
but with E*TRi t3 V iq place of  ETi t3 V, c) 1I!* is as lit but with in- 
duction omitted and with E*TRi t3 V in place of ETi u V, d) IV* is as 
IV, but now c ,  D are only required to ,~atisfy assumption A whi!e the 
terms tI ..... l v in assumption A,  b) may now be arbitrary and the term 
q which appears in the definition of T(P 1 )-inference is now not required 
to be saturated, e) V* is file same as V but again c ,  D have only to sat- 
isfy assumption ,4 while the terms t I ...... t s may again be arbitrary, and 
the terms t, q which appear in the definition of T(P~, P2, Itt)-inference 
are not required to be saturated and m ~y contain free variables of any 
kind, In order to exhibit the Jifl'erence between IV ~', V* and IV, V res- 
pectively we denote the int\'rences introduced by IV*, V* by T(P 1 )*- 
anti F(P t , P2, Iti)*-inferenccs in constrast to the T(P l )- and T(P l ,P2, Itlj- 
int\'rences introduced by clauses IV and V. With respect o E*TRi u V 
we have a counterpart to theorem I, namely 
Theorem I*, hGTRi u V ~.-S i f  and only i fE*TRi  u V l-S. 
The proof is routine and omitted. Thus if HTRi u V is consistent then 
E*TRi u V is consistent. Throughout wlu~t follows we lacitly assurae 
that V is a set of  closed Harrop formulas uch that HTRi u V (and hence 
E*TRi u V) is consistent. 
4.3. Thcproof theoo '  ~f E*TRi u V. A) As noted, we will develop for 
E*TRi u V a proof theory which is very similar to the proof theory of 
ETi u V presented in the '.ast two chapters. Remark: It is not the strictly 
normal standard proofs which we are mainly concerned with but simply 
the normal standard proofs: we use "n.s. proof" as short for "normal 
sta~,~.iard prooF'. First, we have the notions introduced in sect. 2.4. 
such as path, final part etc.; all these notions can be taken over without 
any change. The notion of saturated proof remains of course the same 
as in sect. 2.4.: however it is unimportant in file proof theory of 
E*TRi u V. Next we have the notions introduced in sect. 2.5, nameiy 
preliminary reduction steps, elimination of  logical axioms from the final 
part and contractions. These notions too can be applied without any 
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change to proofs P in E*TRi u V. We take th.,-m over to the pl:esent 
case with the exception of the contractions: lhe concept "cor~traction'" 
does not belong to the vocabulary of the proof theory of E*TRi u V, 
Now we come to those essential reduction steps which are introduced 
in sect. 2.6.. A|nong these the induction reductions are not needed be- 
cause there is no induction rule in E*TRi u V: thus we c~m t\ :~et in- 
duction reductions. The logical reduction steps however ~re as impor- 
tant as before and their definition (which is givel~ in IG 1~ I BS 11 or 
[LN! ) remains the same, Thus we include the logical reduction steps 
among the list of reduction step, which can be applied to proofs in 
E*TRi u V. 
B) The definition of subformukl reduction step differs from the defi- 
nition presented in 2.7.. Prior to the altered definition we note a coun- 
terpart of lemraa 8, namely 
Lemma 8*. Let P be a proo.f io E*TRi u V with the I~lh)wiog l)rOlwr- 
ties: 1 ) it does oot contain critical TI-, T!P 1 )*- and T(P I , P2' t)*-i~th'- 
fences. 2) P differs from its final part. 3) (f S is a tlarrop axiom in the 
lh2al part of  P then S is a prime seq~teoL 4) P does not admit prelimi- 
nary nor logical reduction steps, fhen there is a critical h~gical inference 
#1 P whose principal formuht has an image #~ the endsequent c f P 
The proof is again the same as the proof of theorem 2 in [BSI 1, In or- 
der to define our new no~ion of  subformula reduction step let P be a 
proof which satisfies I ) -4)  of  lemma 8* and whose endsequent has tile 
form --, G. In what follows we describe operations imilar to those in 
2.7 which transform P into a proof P', In all these cases we say that P' 
is obtained t¥om P by means of  a sublbrmula reduction step, We distin- 
guish cases according to the tbnn of G, Case 1: G is (E~A~J .  The criti- 
cal inl~rence in question is then l~ecessarily of  the form F ~ A '(/:)/F -~ 
(E gpl(/j) with A '(/j) isomorphic with A (~j). We omit this inference and 
insert if eecessa~¢ a suitable conversion, The result is a proof P' of  
--, A(F). Case 2: G is (FxjA(x). We proceed as under case 1 ant1 get a 
proofP' of ~ A(t) for some term t. (~se 3: G isA vB, By proceeding 
as under case 1 we lind a proof P' either of ~ A or else of -4 B, 
Case 4: G is A ^ B, By proceeding as under c~ise i we find proefs P~ 
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and P_~ of -~ A ~nd -~ B respectively. Case 5: 6: is (x)A(x). Omission of 
the critical inference plus eventually a conversion leads to a proofP '  of 
the sequent -, A(x) .  Case 6: G is ~ (/j)A(~). By proceeding as under 
case 1 we find a proofP'  of  -, A(~). 
The present definition of subtbrmula reducfior; step ~s obviously simpler 
Tb.:~l~ that given in sect. 2.7. 
C) Concerning the basic lemma everything remains the same as in 
sect. 2.8., that is, both statement and proof of the lemma are exactly 
the same as in 2.8. The notion 9f derived proof is defined as in 2.8. 
while "n.s, proof" has already been defined above. Having the basic 
lemma we can elimio.ate ttarrop axior~ls from the final part of an n.s. 
proof in E*TRi u V m precisely tilt? same way as described in sect. 2.9. 
Preliminary and H-reduction steps together form as before the prepara- 
tory reduction steps, 
D~ It remains to discuss the counterparts of TI-, T(P t )- al~d T(P L , P2)" 
reduction steps which will be called TI*-, T(P I )*- and T(P l , P2 )*-reduc- 
tion steps respectively; together we call them briefly T*-reduction steps. 
First of  111 we note that the proofs P to which T*-reduction steps may 
be applied are now n.s. proot~ in E*TRi u V. The formal, say mechani- 
cal definition of  TI*-, T(P i )*- and T(P l , P2)*'reducti°n steps remains 
precisely the same as the corresponding definition of  TI-, T(P r )- and 
T(P  l , P~ )-reduction step given in sect. 2.1 O, C), D) and E) respectively. 
The only difference consists in that the terms t and q which appear in 
the definition of  T(P i )- and T(P  I , P2 )-reduction steps are now in gen- 
eral not ~turated and may contain free variables, 
E) Having the reduction steps we can pass to the concept "picture of 
an inference". This concept is described without any changes by the con- 
siderations in sect. 2~7: part B in 2.7 is now of course meaningless ince 
no induction rule occurs ira E*TRi u V. 
/~3 Practically all results concerning reduction steps which wh~re 
proved or mentioned in chapter I! remain true in the present case: of 
course every statement, concer~fing induction, which may appear ira such 
a lemma is irrelevant in the pres( ~t situation because no induction is 
available, Consider e.g. iemma 7: part a) is meaningless in the present 
case w~hile part b) remains true as it stands, whereby the proof P is now 
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only required to be an n.s. proof in E*TRi u V (not neces~l'ily satu- 
rated). We do not give a detailed list of the counterparts of the lemmas 
given in chapter II but leave it to the reader to interpret them correctly. 
We just point out the correct version of lemma 15, which holds tbr 
E*TRi t.) V: 
Lemma 15". Let P be an n.s. p roof  in E*TRi u V o l  -* A with A o f  the 
titan B vC, (1: x)B(x), (ft./j)B{/~), (x'lB(x) or (~)B(~). Assume that P does 
not attmit prelinOnao, reduction steps, It-reduction steps, logical reduc- 
tion steps nor T*-reduction steps. Then a subJbrnmta reduction step is 
applicable to P. 
4.3. Good proofs bt E*TRi u V. 
A) Definition 3*. A finite or infinite sequence of n.s, proofs Po" P1 .... 
in E*TRi to V is called a reduction chain of the proof P i fP 0 = P and if 
for each pair Pi, Pi+l of consecutive proot% one of the following condi- 
tions holds: I)P/+I followf from Pi by means of a prelinfinary, or H- 
reduction step, 2) P~ does not admit preliminary nor H-reduction steps 
and P~+l follows from Pi by means of a logical reduction step or a T*- 
reduction step, 3) no reduc:ion step other than a subformula reduction 
step is applicable to Pi and P/+l follows from Pi by means of a subfor- 
mula reduction step. 
Definition 4*. An n.s. proof in E*TRi t.j V is :said to be a gotxt proof if 
there is no infinite reduction chain which starts with P. 
The concepts introduced by definitions 3", 4* are the only ones from 
chapter tll which are relevant for E*TRi u V. Our main ~tsk will be to 
prove 
Theorem 8. Let P be an n.s. proo]'#~ hGTRi u V. Then t" is good in the 
sense o f  definition 3*  
Our aim is to .,'educe the proof of theorem 8 to theorem 7by me:ans of 
a method which could be called method of projection and refine~,~ent. 
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B) Proof of  theorem 8, We Proceed in steps./)  Let P be an arbitrary 
proof in E*TRi u V: let eill, .,,, all ~, ~1 ..... ~,, xl ..... xp be the choice 
constants and i~e  variables which occur in 1. Let F 1 ..... b s, G 1 ..... G t, 
and ql ..... qp be constant functors and terms such that !~i c F i holds 
i I t s for i = 1, ..., s. If we replace the occurences of aul ..... eu~, ~1 .... , ft', 
x I . . . . .  xp in P by F l .... , Fs ,  G i  . . . .  , Gt, ql ..... qp respectively then we 
obtain a tree P' which in general is not a proof in E*TRi o V because 
the relation between side proof and inference may be destroyed in case 
of  T(P 1 7*- and T(P l , P2, t)*-inferences, ttowever, the syntactical object 
thus obtained iffers only slightly from a proof in E*TRi u V; P' will 
therefore be called "pseudoproot ~'.Pseudoproofs are again denoted by 
symbols uch as P', P", P* etc..  If we suppress ira the pseudoproof P'
all the indices T(P! )* and T(P I , P.:, t~* which eventually occur then we 
obtain another tree P" which resembles even less than P' to a proof ira 
E" TRi u V. in P .... inl~rences" like the following might occur: 
DU'), (x) c~vA(x), F ~ AO') /D(t) ,  W(co) ,  1" ~ A(t ) ,  which in general 
is mean in~ss  except when a proof P* of -~ W(C n)  is available in 
E*TRi L) V. We call P" the "skeleton" of the pseudoproof P'. We also 
say that P' has been obtained from P by substitution. H) The concept 
"'skeleton" can also be introduced for proofs P in ETRi u V. Thus the 
skeleton/; o ia  proofP  in ETRi u V is simply the result of suppressing 
all indices T(P 1 ) and T(P ! , P~, t tl) which might eventually occur in 
T(P~ ~- or T(P I , P , ,  I tt)-inferences r,r P II1 ~ Now we come to the basic 
notion in this proof. A proof P* in ETRi u V is said to be a projection 
of the proof P in E*TRi o V if there is a pseudoproof P' obtained from 
P by substitution which has the same skeleton as P. The following pro- 
perty of"project ion" is obvious: if P* is a projection of P and if P** 
follows from P* by means of a contraction then P** is a projection of  
P It:7 In order to describe the main property of"project ion" let P be 
an n,s. proof in E*TRi t_~ V, P* a saturated s.n.s, proof in ETRi u V 
which is a projection of  P and P' ano~her proof in E*TRi u V which is 
obtained from P by means of a reduction step. Let this reduction step 
symbolically be denoted by R. Thus R may be 1"~ a preliminary reduc- 
tion step, 2~t an H-reduction step, 3~ a logical reduction step, 4) a TI*- 
reducti~n step, 57 a T(P 1 )*-reduction step, 6) a T(P l , P2 )*-reduction 
step, 7t a subformuia reduction step (in the sense of sect. 4.3. B)). If 
R is the i-th reduction step in this list then we can apply to P* in an 
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isomorphic way correspondingly a reduction step R* which is the bth 
reduction step in the following list: 1 ) preliminary reduction step, 
2) H-reduction step, 3) logical reduction step, 4) Tl-reducuon step, 
5) T(P l )-reduction step, 6) T(P I , P2 )-reduction step, 7) subformula re- 
duction step (in the sense <~f sect, 2.7.). Our claim is: the result P** of  
the application of R* to P* is a projection of P'. That this claim is true 
is easily seen by comparing the ~.\*,sentially isomorphic structure of P 
and P* If we denote the projection, which leads from P to P* by 
and likewise the projection which leads from P' to P** by ~r' then we 
can express the above property symbolically by the following "'com- 
mutative diagram" D: 
R 
p -,p' 
t I 71" , R*  p- - - -=- - -+p**  
V) Now let P0 be an n.s. proof in hGTRi u V which is not good in 
the sense of def. 4", We show that a contradiction arises. Let Po ,Pi ,P2,. 
be aI~ infinite reduction chain o fP  0 in the sense of det: 3*. With the aid 
of the commutative diagrem D we define an infinite list P'o, Pl, P2 .... 
of s.n.s, proofs in ETRi u V having the following properties: a) Po is P0, 
b)  P2i is a projection of,°/, c) tl t2, is saturated then P2i, I is P,i, 
d) ifP~i is not saturated then t 2i+m follows from P2i by means of :~ 
contraction, e) Pi, Pi+l, P",i+l and t~/+ 2 are related to each other by 
means of the following commutative diag~m: 
R 
! I rr° 7r J 
J R*  , ¥ 
with R, R*, ,r and rr' related to each other and to P;, P/+I- P'2i÷~, P',.i+2 as 
in IV). Tile easy construction of  the list P'0, P't, F2, .,. is performed in- 
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ductively with the aid of  the comtmltative diagram D in ~V). If we sup- 
press in P'o, F1, F, ... all those prootX P' ,  2i+l which are equal to P2i then 
we obtain an infinite list Ft~, P'l', .,. with P~)' = P~ = P0 which i,,~ clearly 
an infinite reduction chain of P0 in the sense of def. 3, ]his however 
contradicts the corollary to theorem 7, 
(3 Theorem 9, a) I fGTR iu  V ~- ~ A v B then GTRiu  V ~- ~ A or 
GTRi u V I- ~ B, b) i fGTR i  u V I- ~ (E ~),l(~j) then GTRi u V ~- 
A (f~ lbr some .hmcmr F.free jbr  ~ in A, c) i f  GTRi u V l- --, (E x),4 (x) 
then :here is a term t free for x in A with GTRi u V t- -* A(t). 
Proof. Assume eg. GTRi tj V ~, ~ A vl~. Then there is an n.s. p roo fP  0 
in GTRi u V of  -~ A vB, Since hGTRi ~J V is a conservative extension 
of GTRi w V, P0 is good in the sense of def. 4* according to theorem 8. 
H,:~'ce there Is a reduction chain Po, PI ..... Pv in the sense of def. 3* 
with the properties: a) the cndsequent of each Pi is -, A vB (here use ks 
made of the assumed consistency o fGTR i  tJ V), b) at most a subformu- 
la reduction step is applicable to P¥. As before one concludes that a 
subformula reduction step is indeed applicable to Pv transforming P~, 
into a proof of  ~ A or of ~ B. Now we can transform PN+I (which is 
a proof in E*TR iu  V) back into a proof P* in GTR iu  V of ~ A or 
-~ B respectively. 
Tlleorem ~) is the seqaentiat cotu~terpart of theorem i, B)which thus 
follows from theorem O. Theorem 1 and its corollaries are therefore 
fully proved. 
!n the next sections we collect a few results.which are either ez,~sy con- 
sequences of the theorems proved so far or which can be obtained by 
varying their proofs slightly. We wilt be very brief and indicate pro, ~t's 
only. 
4.4, Cut elimination. A)  As is well known there are sequents which do 
not admit cut free proot~ in GZi (cut free in the ordinary sense, without 
to-rule), Standard arguments show that even more holds: if we add all 
valid normal prime sequents to GZi (extending GZi to a theory say 
PGZi) then there are sequents of the form ~ (x)(E.v)A(x, y)  which are 
provable in GZi but which do not admit cut tree proofs (with A prime). 
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The proof of this statement makes use of the fact that only primitive 
recursive functions occur as constants in GZL The results below show 
that with respect to cut elimination GTRi u V differs considerably 
from GZi. 
Theorem 10. Let P be the set o f  sequents o f  the form -~ p -- q st, oh that 
GTRi u V g- -~ p = q holds, I rA is a formula without "q and ~ :rod (l" 
GTRi u V g- -* A holds then there is ~ cut free proof  o f  ,-~ A f rom P. 
ushlg only the rules o f  intuitionistic l:,redicate calculus. 
The proof is by a straightforward induction with respect to the number 
of logical,symbols occuring in A, making thereby use of theorem 9. I f 
V = 0 theorem 10 can be shaq~ened asfollows: 
Theorem 1 I. Let K be the set o f  sequents -~ p = q having the t'ollowh~g 
property: there is a proof  P b~ GTRi of  ~ p = q whu'h conrahrs only 
contractions, conversions, h:terchange~ and cuts, whose cut ,ibnnula is 
prime. Q'A is a formula without-1, c sltch that GTRi I- -~ A boMs then 
-* A admits a ettt free proof  from K using on13, the tub's ~f  hlt, :tb~ltistic 
predicate aleuhts. 
The proof is again by a stra;~ltforwarcl induction with respect o tile 
number of logical symbols in A, making use of theorem 9, Theorem 10 
could be used in order to infer once more that there are instances of the 
induction schema which are not derivable in GTRi u V (and hence in 
HTRi u V). 
4.5, On the strength o fGTR i  tj V. Theorems 9-11 surest  that the 
theories GTRi u V are very, weak. As noted earlier, GTi has the same 
strength as intuitionistic analysis uch as presented eg. in [KV]. Thus 
tile induction rule is an indispensable building stone of GTi. The theory, 
GTi seems to be rather stroz~g in comparison with GTRi, There are fur- 
ther results which confirm this; we mention them only without proo|~. 
By refining the proof of theorem 7one call show: (a suitably formalized 
version of) theorem 8 is provable within GTi, With the aid of rather 
heavy additional combinatorial machinery, we can prove the consistency 
of GTRi within GTi. 
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4.6. Primitive recursive wellorderit,gs. Let -< be a primitive recursive ~ 
partial ordering and D a primitive recur~ive se*- Assume that we know 
(~y 'by  a proof in ZF) that the restriction of-< to {x/D(x)} is well- 
founded, What happens if we add a rule of the form 
l)13'), (x).< ova Cv), F -* ,4 (y) 
T(<) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
D(t), F -, A(t)  
to GZRi? The answer is that we obtain a theory GT(-<)Ri which behaves 
in essentially the ~me way as the theories GTRi u V, tl~.at is theorem 
t)~.. ! 1 hold for GT(-<)Ri u V. The rrool~ are by techniques which are 
yen,' similar to thgse described in cl~apters I t - IV.  if we pass from se- 
quential calculus to ordinary, predicate calculus then we find that theo- 
rem i, B) holds lk)r a theor3 ~l-lT(-<)Ri u V which is obtained from 
HZRi u V by addition ef  all the axioms Progr x('<D' A(x)) ~ (z)(D(z) 
! ~:)~. Thus, even if we add to HZRi axioms which express transfinite 
induction with respect o e o we cannot derive all instance ~of the induc- 
tion axiom. The situation is the same with respect o other primitive re- 
cursive wellorderings. 
4,7. Induction as transfinite ituhtction. Let x < y be short for 
(E s)(x =(s + 1)+y). There are two ways of formulating the induction 
principle: once in the usual way as A(0)^ (x)(A(x) ~ A(x')). ~ (z)A(z~ 
and once as a certain form of transfinite induction, O')((X)<yA(X) 
AO')), ~ (zl,4(z). Denote the first formula by I(A), the second by 
I(<, A), Then we have 
Theorem 12, Let HZ(<~Ri be obta#wd from HZRi by addition o f  all 
.t'Ornluias /(<, A ) as new cLx'ions. For some jbrmulas A, I(A ) is not prov- 
able Jhmt HZ(<)Ri. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that HZ(<)Ri can be hnbedded in HTRi. 
To this end we note that among the axioms of HTRi there is a certain 
~t  M s of quantifier-free axioms which we have left unspecified up to 
now. We will now make use of this fact and require that certain particu- 
lar formulas belong .*o M s . Prior to their description we note that there 
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is a two place primitive function A and a one place primitive functional 
E which have the following properties: l) if v < r then !' = u+(A(u,~')+ IL 
if v < u then A(u, v) = 0, 2) for every one place number theoretic func- 
tion a, E(a) is a natural number for which ~ a(E(a)+ I ) < alE(a)) holds. 
We leave it to the reader to verify the existence of  E. By our assumption 
about the language L there are constants in L which represent the fimc- 
tions A, E respectively; for simplicity we denote these constants them- 
selves by A, E. Now we require that M s contains at least the fommlas 
of the following list: a)  u + (p  + l ) = v ^ v + (q  + l ) = w ~ u + 
((p +q+ 1)+ 1) = w, b) u + (p + !) = r ~ u + (AO~. r )+ 1)= r. 
c) F(E(F) + l) + (A(F(E(F) + l ), F(E(I:))) + I ) = F(E(F)). Here, u, r, 
w, p, q are arbitrary terms while I: is a functor. M s may of course con- 
tain other quantifier-free form,.flas having the form described in sect. 1.7. 
Taking variables x, y for p, q it is easy to see that we can derive the for- 
mulas u < r ^ r < w ~ u < w for all terms u, r, w using thereby only a) 
and the rnles of intuitionistic predicate calculus. Similarly if we take a 
function variable t~ and a number variable x and if we replace t,. r, p by 
0~(E(0l) + 1 ), a(E(tz)) and x respectively then we can derive l¥om b) and 
c) the formula (~)(E s) -1 t~(s + ! "~ o~(s), using only the rules of intuitio- 
nistic predicate calculus. Moreover. taking y = y for DO') we int~,r that 
u <~ v is logically equivalent to u < r. Therefore we may replace u <o r 
by u < I,. Using this and the tact that W(< D ) ~. Progr x(<,3. A tx)) 
(z)(D(z) D A(=)) is an axiom of  HTRi we infer that (y)((x)<yA(x) 
A0')) D (z)A(.=) is provable in HTRi. Assumption A, stated in sect. 17. 
is evidently satisfied. Thus all instances of  i(<, A) are provable in HTRi 
what proves the theorem. 
4.8. 7he law o f  t:x'cluded mMdle tbr prime formu&s. Tile considerations 
of this chapter suggest the following problem: is the weakness of the 
systems HTRi 'J V a specifically intuitionistic property or does some- 
thing similar occur,  1 case of classical systems HTR u V? A partial ans~ 
wer is given by the theorem i~elow whose simple proof is left to the 
reader. Prior to its proof we note t,lat there is a one place primitive rt ~- 
cursive function A with the property: i fn  ~ 0 then A{n) + I = n, if 
n = 0 then A(n) = 0. The langtt~ge L contains a constant which repre- 
sents A and for simplicit3 we denote this constant ~;Iso by A. The for- 
mula (x)(x :# 0 D x = A(x) + i ) is clearly a Harrop formula from which 
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we can inter (x)(x ~ 0 3 ff:s)(x = s + 1 )) by means of intuitionistic pre- 
dicate calculus. Then we have 
Theorem 13. h: HTRi u {(x)(x ¢ 0 .~ (E s)(x + s + 1)), (x)O,)(x =: y v 
v'q x = y)} we can derire all instam't's ¢~t" he imtuction axioms I(A), 
On the other hand HTRi u {(x)tx 4= 0 ~ (E s)(x = s + l)} is a subtheory 
of HTRi L) {(x)(x ¢ 0.~ x = A(x) + 1)}, which in turn is subject o theo- 
rem 9 and hence not all instances IrA) are derivable in 
HTRi L: {(x)(x ~ 0 ~ (E s)(x  = s + 1 )}. 
4.9, Conclusion. The considerations of this chapter (and also a compa- 
rison or" induction reductions with T-reduction steps) show that trans- 
finite induction is more uniform than ordinary induction. An open prob- 
lem in this connection is how barinduction compares with ordinary re- 
duction. Results similar to those pr, wcd for GTi u V hold for the theo- 
ries ZTi/l lv tj V and ZTi/ll u V treated in chapter IV of [LN],  with 
the induction rule thereby of course omitted; the condition that 
GTRi u V is consistent has then to be replaced by the requirement that 
eyeD' formula in the set V (of  Harrop formulas) is classically true 
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Appendix. A generalisation of theorem 1. A) 
As before, V denotes a set of closed Harrop formulas uch that 
HTi o V is ~onsistent. Then there is a generalisation of theorem 1, A ) 
which in a certain sense can be considered as counterpart to theorena 1, 
B) for HTi u V. 
Theorem 14. Let  A (au, ~v) be any o f  the constant formulas 
B(a u , [31,) vC(t~ u./3v), (E x)B(~ u . 13~,, x), (E ~)B(a u, ~,,, ~); assume for  
simplicity that a u , [3~, are t;te only choice constants b~ A. Assume ht ad- 
dition HTi u V ~- A. For  toO" number  theoretic f iowt ioos  l: g we  Cbtd 
htitial segments w. w' o f f ,  g respectively, both o.f equal h'ngth ~ 1, 
with the property:  1 ) iJ'A is B vC  then HTi u V 1~- B(au, w ,/3,.,w) or 
HTi u V I-- C(t~u. w,/3~..~,,). 2) irA is (Ex)B  then HTit) V B(a , ,  w , 
[3v.w., n) Jbr some numeral  o, 3) i rA  is (F ~)B then there is a constant 
functor  F such that HTi u V l- 8(a , ,  w , [3~,,w., F). Shnilarly flz case o f  
more choice constants. 
Proof. The proof is practically the same as tl-le proof of  theorem 3. 
Consider eg. the case where A is B(a u , ~, ) v C(a u , fl~. ). Then there is an 
s.n.s, proofP  0 in GTi u V of  ~ A. As in l)le proof of  theorem 3 wc 
introduce the notion of  reduced rcductio~ chain. I fP  0 ..... PN is ~1 re- 
duced reduction chain o fP  0 then each Pk has all endsequent of the 
form + A (au.w~,/~'*'Jt- +) wlth length (w~:) - length (w~.) and where 
we+ l , w~.÷! are extensions of  w t and w~. respectively. Such a reduced 
reduction chain is said to be compatible with y~ g if w k c J: w~ c g. 
Defining the notion of maxihlal reduced reduction chain as in the proof 
of theorem 3 we infer from the corollary, to ~heorem 5 tha~ there exists 
a maximal reduced reduction chain P0 ..... ~v which is compatible with 
j'~ g. To P,,v we apply a subformula reduction step obtaining a proof P' 
whose endsequent is ~ B(au.w.~,/3v.w;. ) or-~ C(au.~v,  t3~,.w ~) (where 
w~,, = f(n),  W~v = g(n) for some n. The theor~m then follows by passage 
from GTi u V to HTi u V. The proof of  2), 3) is similar. 
Theorem 1 4 expresses a kind of  continuity property of  the system 
HTi u V and in fact one can infer from theorem 14 by a straightforward 
reasoning that the "rule of  continuity" is derivable in all the the,~ries 
HTi u V. 
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